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The knock-on effect

S omething every motorcyclist who
does their own maintenance,
modifications or repairs learns very
quickly is a minor adjustment in one

place can have an effect somewhere else.
This is bad enough when using bits

actually from the machine being worked on
but it is compounded when trying to fit
modern parts to older bikes.
Having returned from the Jersey Two Day

Trial with the editorial BSA B40 in need of
repair after an ‘in section’ incident hoicked
the chain off, it was one of those sections
requiring a turn close to a rock and I reckon I
came a bit too close.
Not only did the chain manage to wrap itself

around the gearbox sprocket it also managed
to bend the brake rod and, as bike and rider
were almost at the top of a hill, we started to
roll back down at a rate of knots with the only
option to jump off and throw the bike to one
side before it all went horribly wrong.
Once out of the section I could attempt to

repair the damage as going out of the trial
early on day one wasn’t really an option.
Luckily the engine of my B40 was a road-
based one with room for a considerably larger
sprocket than the trials one on it. This meant
the cases had survived intact but the chain
was well wrapped round the sprocket. On its
way round the sprocket the chain had also
bent the brake rod and this needed to come
off to free the brake and straighten the rod.
Some years ago a friend made a neat,

alloy rod nut for me, it didn’t need a spanner
to alter it and it looked trick.
It is now in the bracken on a Jersey hillside

as I dropped it when freeing the brake off.

So, thanks to this knock-on effect I now had
to find a replacement nut to make the brake
work. Naturally of all the spares I carry on the
bike, that particular thread nut wasn’t among
them but a cable tie got me back to the parc
fermé where a suitable nut did exist.
Before that though the chain had to be

released. Luckily there was room to hook it
back over the rear sprocket and use the
wheel to drag it back. Then, moving the chain
tensioner out of the way the chain slipped
back into place but the tensioner did not. It
felt an affinity for the brake rod nut and
joined it in the bracken…
Thankfully the tensioner was big enough to

spot. A quick inspection showed it wouldn’t
be refitted anytime soon but moving the
wheel back in the swingarm achieved a
reasonable compromise between tight
enough to stay on and slack enough to allow
movement through the suspension range
without stressing the bearings.
Okay, back in the CDB workshop, new

tensioner purchased, it looked a ‘five minute’
job to fit and all it looked like I had to do was
source a bush and bend the arm of the
tensioner – originally a TY175 Yamaha one –
to a more suitable spot for a BSA chain run.
Now, of the many bits on a B40 a standard

a chain tensioner isn’t one of them in fact,
when the B40 was made in the 60s I don’t
think the concept of a rear chain tensioner
was thought of. As an aftermarket accessory
there is a general location for a tensioner to
be mounted but actual mounting points vary
bike to bike.
Things looked promising when holding the

tensioner in place, but less promising when

trying to source a bush to make up the fixing
point. After a search through the scrap bin
failed to turn up a suitable bit of tube to
make a bush from there was no option but
turn one up from some bar, which naturally
took a bit of time.
A large washer had to be sourced so the

tensioner could be mounted upside down and
the spring could be kept in place. Then the
original spring wouldn’t work in the new
orientation… you get the picture. I doubt
anyone reading these words hasn’t
encountered a similar situation somewhere
on their motorcycle when upgrading,
modifying or repairing something.
Overcoming such things is all part of the fun

of classic competition motorcycles, or maybe
we just tell ourselves that to justify why we do
it. Though there is a certain amount of
satisfaction to be gained from actually doing
such tasks and their ease, or otherwise,
depends on the level of equipment in the
workshop as well as the skill set of the owner.
I’m fairly certain if I’d been able to source

a new spring for the original tensioner, a task
which proved difficult as I had no idea what
the origin of it was, then maybe it would have
been strong enough to counteract whatever
brought the chain off in the first place.
Once the tensioner was sorted and the

wheel back in I could line up the brake rod
and see where it was bent. This did actually
only take a few moments and three fittings to
the bike to check everything, then a search
for a new split pin in the split pin tin. All that
is needed now is the fabrication of a new
alloy brake rod nut so my bike can look extra
trick again. Roll on the next knock-on effect.

in balance

This seemingly innocuous phrase is a source of great
exasperation for competition motorcyclists, probably
other people too and is the reason a ‘five-minute’ job
takes a lot longer than it should.

Moving the chain tensioner out of the
way the chain slipped back into place
but the tensioner did not. It felt an
affinity for the brake rod nut and joined
it in the bracken…

Tim Britton
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It’s a rare thing to find three bikes – standard, works and
modern incarnation – and be able to do a proper feature test
on them with a genuine factory rider from the actual factory.
We went ‘dot to dot’ in the Durham Dales last year.

On the cover
The Isle of Man isn’t just known for road
racing y’know! Proper off-road sport takes
place there too and the biggest off-road
event in the world – the ISDT – was held
there three times in one glorious decade.
Nick Nicholls was there to capture it,
Geoff Chandler was there to ride it, and
we’re here to celebrate it.

racing y’know! Proper off-road sport takes

event in the world – the ISDT – was held
there three times in one glorious decade.
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Classics needed for line-up at
the International Dirt Bike Show
Though it is a modern event the International
Dirt Bike Show still has a classic element to it
and this is where Classic Dirt Bike comes in.

We’re looking for some bikes to put on
display to help celebrate a number of
momentous anniversaries occurring in 2015.
Most of the classic world will know the world
trials championship is 40 years old this year,
inaugural winner of the official world title was
Martin Lampkin, since then there have been 40
other winners. How many of the bikes still exist
out there? It’d be good to get a line-up along.

Of course CDB covers enduros and MX, or
scrambling if you prefer, and they have their
own anniversaries to celebrate. As featured
in this issue of CDB, the Isle of Man hosted
the biggest enduro in the world three times in
one decade – 1965 to 1975 – but British
teams have been represented at the event
since the very first one in 1913. I wonder
how many ISDT/E bikes we could dig up to
put on display? If you have something for any
of these displays let us know here at CDB.

It’s almost time for the Western Classic
MCC’s international British Bike Bonanza at
Ponderosa, Sallywood Park, near Nailsworth
in Gloucestershire.

As ever it is the last weekend in June –
which for this year will be the 27th and 28th
– and will include a trial, scramble and a past
riders demo as part of the weekend’s
attractions.

This event regularly attracts all manner of
top classic competitors and the racing on the

classic designed circuit sees some jaw
dropping moments as riders battle it out
before launching themselves up the massive
hill where the start and finish straight is.

It’s not just scrambles and trials action
that happens either as there will be an
autojumble and trade stands too so you can
stock up on bits and pieces. Regulations for
the trial and scramble are out now but if
you’ve not got yours contact Julie Short on
julieshort@tiscali.co.uk

Brit Bike Bonanza
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News in brief

Scramble on!
A little alert popped up on our Facebook
page a while back and it was about a new
budget scrambles series with a Facebook
page of Scramble On.
Recognising not everyone can run to new
bikes, or even expensive older bikes the
guys who run the Scramble On series are
all inclusive and dedicated to enjoyment.
Yes the bikes have to be safe to race but
what they are – comp, converted roadsters,
modified trail – is less important. Check
their facebook page or website for more
information, seems like fun to us.

MX Vintage Bonanza
A new series to excite the Evo riders is the
MX Vintage Bonanza, organised by Chris
Stone it had its inaugural event in April with
200 riders coming along to Castle Comfort
race circuit near Bristol, where, despite a
few days of rain the action was excellent.
Next event is on May 10 at North Nibly,
near Wotton-under-Edge in
Gloucestershire. For more information
contact Chris Stone on
chrisstoneracing@yahoo.com

Ormstown Vintage event
Just time to squeeze in some information
about the Ormstown Vintage Off-Road
festival at Ormstown in Canada. It’s on
the August 21-23 and will have a trial, a
scramble and an enduro in a festival of
off-road sport.
Guest of honour will be Mick Andrews.
Mick will be kept busy as he’s running a
trials school too and likely be an in
demand speaker at the evening banquet.
The Gref family and Moto Internationale
are once again donating event shirts for
the racers and if you’d like to enter then
the contact details are either
jt.sport@hotmail.com or via
www.epnat.ca/VORF.htm

Vic Allan
Our motocross tester Vic Allan has been in
the wars. Just in case you didn’t know, the
lad has a test track near his home in
Surrey where he does motocross schooling.
Riding one of his bikes back to the
paddock from the track he had a bit of an
off and has broken the thigh that cost him
the 1971 season. Speaking to us a week
or two back he said: “I just lost the front
end and down I went, as soon as I hit the
ground I knew something was wrong like.”
The lad was all the more gutted because
he was due to be a guest at Telford but
thanks to his injury he felt he couldn’t do
what would be asked of him as a guest so
has had to bow out.
We wish him a speedy recovery and
comfortable convalescence. Lucky he’s
got a couple of CDB tests in the bag so
he’ll not be idle…

The Carole Nash International
Classic MotorCycle Show
As you read this the International Classic
MotorCycle Show will have been and gone
and hopefully you’ll have had a chance to pay
a visit to the Classic Dirt Bike Experience.
If you did then you will have seen the star

attractions in the hall which included the

Mick Andrews Yamahas recreated by Ferry
Brouwer to original Yamaha drawings. You will
also have seen the RTL Honda ridden by
special guest Nick Jefferies in the Manx Two
Day trial in 1976. Look out for a full report of
the show in issue 36.

This place looks familiar, yes, all the
elements are there – small workshop in the
north east with a 340 Sherpa in it, former
Dot works rider, top speedway racer and
Comerfords Bultaco-backed trials rider Dave
Younghusband about to do some fettling.

A blast from the past

Land’s End trial
It’s quite easy to forget trials riding wasn’t
always the trick riding almost impossible
obstacle sport it is these days. In the
pre-First World War era when motorcycling
was just getting under way the term ‘trial’
meant something a little different.
The MCC was at the forefront of the sport

in those days and it’s still there now. One of
the club’s top events has always been the
Land’s End Trial and 350 vehicles – 145 of
them motorcycles – took part in the 2015
event on April 3-4.

It could be the 1980s when the CDB editor
was a frequent visitor with his Bulto… except
it’s 2015. We thought it would be a good idea
to ask former Dot works rider David to try out
a bog standard ’64 model, with a works bike
of the same year and a modern version of
the marque and tell us his thoughts.
During the day I mentioned I’d bought a 340

Sherpa recently and had pictures on the iPad
thingy. “Where did you get it from?” quizzed
Mr Younghusband, “and has he got any
more?” Turns out ‘he’ had and a message
was passed on and the Younghusband
workshop once again has a Bulto in it.
Though pretty tidy looking once on the

bench, it didn’t pass muster for the exacting
eye of the former top line rider renowned for
his superb preparation. It does now though.

As usual, the route traversed some of the
finest and most exhilarating roads in the
West Country and though the weather was
fair the previous week’s rain meant that
conditions were quite greasy and slimy,
making the going unusually slippery in parts.
The Land’s End, which is neither a race nor

a ‘rally’ and was first run in 1908, allows
competitors to pitch themselves against the
challenges set for them by the club.
It remains as tough and as testing of
character, ability and machinery as it was
107 years ago.
For more event details visit

www.themotorcyclingclub.org.uk
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Cholmondeley Pageant of Power
Cholmondeley stately home in Cheshire has
hosted a celebration of power in all its forms
– land, water and air – for ages now and the
2015 event will take place on June 12-14.
While the cars, boats and planes will excite

any petrol head it is the motorcycles which
interest us most. There will be a special
demonstration scramble by Border Classic
Club and multi world trials champion Dougie
Lampkin will be proving once again gravity
has different rules for top line trials riders.
Trials legend Sammy Miller will be wearing

his racing crash helmet as the former top line
GP racer demonstrates some of the superb
machines from his museum. For more
information see www.cpop.co.uk

New IT engines
Our project IT465 Yamaha is well under way
and we’re on the search for bits and pieces,
following leads and sniffing out rumours
everywhere.
A casual comment from a visitor to the

Putoline Classic Dirt Bike Show pointed us in the
direction of Padgetts of Bately. Racers will be
familiar with Padgetts as they’ve been heavily
involved in tarmac stuff for donkeys years and
they’ve also been Yamaha dealers for ever.
So, more in hope than expectation CDB

contacted them asking if they had crank
cases for our project bike. Back came the
reply from Bill in the racing department: “Sort
of…” he says. What d’you mean? “Well we
have brand new, in the crate, unused,
complete IT465 engines ready to slot into a
chassis.”
They weren’t kidding either as here’s a

picture to prove it. If you fancy one, they’re

not sure how many they have, then contact
Padgetts 01924 478491, email:
racingparts@padgettsmotorcycles.com
Website: www.padgettsmotorcycles.com

Robbie Allan Memorial Meeting
Last July the off-road world gathered at

Tinto Park in Lanarkshire to celebrate the
motorcycling life of Robbie Allan in a glorious
weekend of off-road sport in the park that
was his own brainchild.
The purpose of the event was to raise

funds for the Macmillan Cancer Support
charity who do so much to help sufferers of
cancer. Robbie himself lost his battle with
cancer in 2013 and the Allan family felt the
event would do much to raise funds for the
Macmillan charity.
This was spectacularly true as nearly

£30,000 was raised by the event. Duke
Video was there to film the event and has
just produced this DVD of the whole
weekend. It is available from Duke Video at
www.DukeVideo.com and selected Duke
stockists. The DVD costs £14.99.

Jersey In Motion
Classic Two Day Trial
A two-day In Motion-backed trial is being held
by the Jersey Motor Cycle & Light Car Club on
June 20-21. The event is open to riders who
hold a valid ACU or SACU licence or Trials
Registration and hold a current driving
licence for the machine on which they enter.
Foreign Riders must have a current licence

and start permission from their own
federation and proof of FIM cover.
The event is open to solo, Pre-65

Twinshock, Pre-78 Twinshock and Air Cooled
Monoshock, machines only.
The entries will be limited to 110 –

accepted in order of receipt and the closing
date is June 5. Entries should be sent to
Jersey Motor Cycle & Light Car Club by email
to secretary@jerseymotorsport.com
This trial includes the use of public

highways so entrants must make sure their
motorcycles meet legal requirements. Road
marking will be used as necessary. Sections
must be taken in the correct sequence;
competitors failing to do so may be excluded.

Nostalgia Weekend
Each August Cumbria Classic MCC organises a
cracking few days of classic action at Holme
farm near Kendal. The event is more than just
a trial and a scramble as there are road runs
too in the days leading up to the off-road stuff.
This year the dates for the trial and scramble
are August 22-23 and the venue is the Holme
Open Farm, signposted from the M6.
Before that though there is the ISDT road

run, starting from the Hayes Garden Centre in
Ambleside – close to where the first ISDT
started in 1913 – will head off and cover a
route based on that of the very first event.
These days the majority of the route is on

Tarmac but it’s not unknown for an off-road
section to be available. For more information
contact Peter Remington on 015395 60695
and for the trial or scramble check the Cumbria
Classic MCC Facebook page.
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Going Dotty
A great idea – pitch a standard bike against a works bike and add
in a modern version used regularly... then get a genuine works
rider to test them. CDB goes Dotty.
Words: Tim Britton
Pics: William McKeown, Mortons Archive.
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T here’s always been an aura
surrounding works bikes – no
matter what name was on the petrol
tank, they had to be special didn’t

they? The evidence was there for all to see,
the factory riders were winning weren’t they?
Well of course they were and generally it

was because they were better riders, more
determined and practised a lot more than the
rest of us. Yes the factories would make sure
their riders were on the best possible
machines but the factory also had to convince
the public that they too could gain success on
the bike for sale in the showroom.
Before getting to grips with the three Dots,

Dave Younghusband – our test rider for the day
and a former Dot works team member – gave
an insight into the way the factory had to work.
“We’d be sent bits to try and, to be fair, the

factory was quite keen on experimenting to

improve the bikes, though this would go
through phases. The guys would get a bee in
their bonnets about exhausts and there’d be
two or three sent up to try, then there’d be
the front suspension, or barrels.”
As our photographer Bill worked away

David said all of the team were keen to try
things and he remembered Norman Eyre
experimenting with a different chassis,
which seen from 2015 was more in line
with modern thinking. “I got to try it as well
and we called it the ‘low-boy’ in the end...
though it didn’t go much further. Norman
did try a lower swinging arm pivot point but
that wasn’t an official factory mod so he
had to put it back to standard position as
‘we were to be seen riding the standard
product’,” laughs David, before adding
“except I’ve never ridden a standard Dot
until today.”

The bikes
Our test features three machines: a standard
‘one owner from new’ 1963 model, a genuine
ex Doug Theobald works bike, plus a bike
built with 40 years of hindsight and typical of
the pre 65 scene today. Even better, all three
bikes are used regularly and, as such, all
wear modern tyres.
Austen Fraser’s standard Dot is first up... if

only because it is what the public would have
been offered and this one is fairly catalogue
apart from its alloy rims.
Once Austen started riding it in all manner

of trials and scrambles the Dot provided a lot
of fun for the North Eastern lad who kept it
competitive as long as he could, but
eventually it became outclassed and was
consigned to the back of the shed. One
reason for this of course was the rise of the
Spanish industry and, like a lot of riders, he
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took advantage of the newer bikes. That’s not
to say the Dot was forgotten or left alone as
when Austen decided to embrace the then-
new pre 65 scene, knowing he had a readily
available bike he realised, somehow, there
were a lot of parts missing.
How this happens is anyone’s guess and

makes barn find, time capsule machines all
the more remarkable. There were so many
bits missing from the bike Austen actually
bought a Greeves to be a donor bike –
Greeves owners note this sort of thing did
happen, we don’t advocate it be done now as
both Dot and Greeves are fine marques.
Anyway, possibly not surprisingly, few bits

were compatible between the two makes and
Austen had to source bits from elsewhere. In
the early days of the pre 65 scene there were

still caches of original parts out there and of
course a lot of these were at the Dot factory
or old established dealerships. That’s not to
say everything from Austen’s bike had
vanished and remarkably the barrel and
carburettor on this bike are the original ones.
In order to get the engine sorted asap he

shipped it off to Tommy Reynolds and it
returned all done and ready to go. The chassis
took a wee bit longer but it got to the stage
where Austen could have a crack at the pre 65
Scottish Two Day Trial in 1998. In those days
the trial was still a one day event; Austen
clearly enjoyed himself as he entered again a
few years later when the two day format was
running. In a moment or two of madness he
also agreed to fellow North Easterner Ossy
Byers riding it in the pre 65 Scottish… twice.

The works effort
According to David Younghusband the

works Dot in our test would be reasonably
similar to what he would have ridden for the
factory. Well, its owner, Al Usher, provided
CDB with a detailed history of the motorcycle,
showing its heritage and originality. It almost
made it into our ‘original and unrestored’
section and only the prospect of a three bike
test put it in a different category.
Al said that Doug Theobald used the bike

through 1964 and 1965, riding it in trade
supported nationals and two SSDTs – where
he picked up Special First Class awards.
Like most works bikes WGV351 was sold

on after Doug was supplied with a newer
model. Al originally heard about the machine
when a fellow competitor called John Roach
said he’d bought the bike from someone in
Norfolk and was going to use it. Al realised
what it was and did a lot of research which
left him in no doubt as to the historical

importance of the machine to the Dot
marque. Though not for sale there was an
understanding between the two enthusiasts
that Al would get first refusal should it come
up for sale. John stripped the bike intending
to rebuild it but didn’t, contacted Al, the deal
was done and off to Al’s place went WGV351.
Al didn’t restore the bike but rather rebuilt

what was there to keep the originality intact,
or as much as possible as there’s been
some ‘on the day’ mods since Doug
Theobald’s time. Chassis-wise these mods
amounted to moving the now folding
footrests further back on the brackets, a
fabricated rear brake pedal and a one-off
seat of the type John Bull makes for Dots...
oh, and the front wheel needed re-spoking.
One thing that surprised me when Al related

what went on to rebuild the engine was the
original barrel had a chrome bore. This was
worn past service so had to have a liner
pressed in by Simon Bateman at NameTab
Engineering. However, the original piston was
still okay and needed only new rings – from
Villiers Services... along with seals, bearings,
brake linings – to be useable. Other work on
the engine unit was in the carburettor
department where the original Monobloc
needed boring and an oversize slide fitting.
Electrically, Al kept the engine on points but
fitted modern low and high tension coils.
When John Roach realised how dedicated

Al’s quest for originality was he admitted the
crankcases and gearbox were replacement
ones as he’d borrowed the originals for his
Greeves. Says Al: “If he hadn’t told me I’d
have been none the wiser.” He added John
decently stripped the Greeves and gave the
original bits back so the Dot could be a true
bike. “Interestingly though the etched part
numbers on the engine bits are from a ‘37A’

In a world of classic sport where most of
the factories that produced the bikes we
ride are long gone, Dot is unusual in that
the original factory still exists and is still
involved in the scene.

It also still produces spares and is
dedicated to helping owners of the marque
all over the world. Some time ago frames
came to light as ‘old stock’ and John Bull –
Rockshocks – struck a deal with the
factory to produced a batch of Dots using
the modern – but pre 65 eligible
components – to make a nice, easy-to-ride
machine that looks stunning.

The Dot factory

Like today’s thinking, Dot had fitted
even the production bikes with
upswept exhaust systems in the 60s.
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unit the ‘pocket’ in the cases where the
carburettor sits is as per the earlier 9E type.

A more developed version
Interest in older bikes has never been greater
than today when, thanks to the pre 65 scene,
bikes once thought unworthy of saving are
being restored or recreated. Even better,
there’s a whole industry dedicated to saving
these machines and supplying improved
versions of their parts.
Any bike with a Villiers engine – and the list

is vast – has benefitted from this interest
and the Dot factory has been in a position to
capitalise on it. As the company still exists in
the original factory there are all sorts of
things still tucked away and a couple of years
ago a batch of frames which had never been
built into bikes turned up. Dot did a deal with
John Bull and the frames were sold on as
part of a pre 65 kit.
By a convoluted route one of these frame

kits ended up with our photographer for this
shoot, Bill McKeown, and nicely rounds off
the three bikes on test. The kit as supplied
consisted of the frame, shocks, tank,

ancillary parts but no engine and this one
went out to Spain where the new owner of
WES Exhausts, Jose Franquiera, intended to
make a Dot trials bike.
He went some way to getting this done

then had to part with the bike when Spain
went into meltdown.
Bill was looking for a Dot project – he’d

begun his trials career in the 1960s on the
Manchester marque before becoming a dyed-
in-the-wool Bultaco man – John Bull put him
in touch with Jose and the deal was done.
The kit had moved on a bit since

Franqueira bought it and had an engine with
it, a WES exhaust and hubs but no rims.
Back in the UK and up at the Secret Society
of Northern Trials Riders HQ work began
quickly on assembling what was there.
Forks were the first things to come along

and are MP versions with Marzocchi internals
and they fit into Alan Witton yokes. Rims were
sorted at North East Wheel Building, as John
Smith is well known in the North East scene,
and once the bike is on the wheels it’s a
great step forward. Engineer John Bartram
made an air box, front exhaust pipe, carb

manifold and rock guard which was specified
wider than standard.
There were a few local lads who helped in

the build and Bill has asked that Karl Reay be
mentioned as he polished everything that
needed polishing, and if he’s not mentioned
Bill can go whistle next time he wants some
polishing…
One of our long-time mates Stephen

Robson is a more-than-talented welder and
his skills have been in use on this bike. Once
the bike was sorted it spent a few days with
David Younghusband who set the carburettor
to perfection ready for Bill to be in the pre 65
Scottish last year. This carb tuning took
longer than expected and a couple of tanks of
petrol – David claimed he wanted it testing on
a variety of terrain.

What are they like?
Acknowledging the fact that all three bikes
are in regular use – so even the standard one
has been tweaked to make it better – we
sent David away to have a quick try on all
three before making a judgment.
All three machines wear modern tyres and

Who is Dave
Younghusband?

When the editor of CDB made his first
tentative steps into the world of trials
riding in the North East of England in the
1970s, Dave Younghusband was one of the
top ‘centre’ riders and had been one of the
top national riders a few years before.
Speaking to him after our test he fleshed

out a few details I already knew of his
racing life. Apprenticed as a fitter and
turner at Consett Steelworks, it soon
became obvious he was ‘a bit good’ at
trials riding, Dot offered support... and
things were looking good.
Even the natural break National Service

provided to many lads of his era didn’t
interrupt the motorcycling as he was a
motorcycling DR instructor and David
represented the Army at inter-service
contests… usually on an BSA M20!
Back in civvie street by 1962 the lure of

speedway drew him to the cinder shifting
side of motorcycle sport and he combined a
fitting and turning job with trials riding and
now speedway – where he was rapidly rising
through the ranks. His step into
professionalism came when he was invited
to choose between working as a fitter and
turner or racing motorcycles… he chose
racing. “I can’t praise the factory enough,
they were really good to me. Unlike certain
people at the steelworks, Dot didn’t seem
to mind me mixing the two sports despite
the occasional clash of meetings (he’s
referring to the SSDT being in the
speedway season – Ed) and all the time
I was with them my speedway bikes carried
a Dot sticker.”

The Theobald bike would have
been pretty close to what David
would have ridden.
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have folding footrests. Once familiarised with
the test bikes he began to try them over
some of the rockery in the test base at
Rogerly Quarry near Wolsingham.
It was at this point, as he set off on Austen’s

bike, David admitted he’d never ridden a
standard Dot and was interested to see how it
went compared with the works bike. He felt it
was well set up for a standard machine,
probably better set up than it would have been
from the showroom, and tackled all the
sections we tried with little problem. Basically
nothing remarkable but not bad at all.
Going from that to the works bike the

memories came flooding back. “The
suspension is much softer than on the
standard one, the handling too. Where the
production bike would have to cater for a wider
range of riders, each works bike was tailored
to whoever was going to get it,” he say,

adding, “We had to try all versions of the
alloy barrels and for me the Dot one was
best. Even 50 years on I still think that. They
had the porting and carburettion just right.”
He went on to say in its time his works Dot

was a superb bit of kit which was the match
of anything around, including the Spanish
machines, at least in the engine department.
Sadly for the UK industry the Bultaco
package was just so much better.
All of us present that day were more than

keen to hear what he had to say about the
modern pre 65 bike. He was actually full of
praise for it and agreed it was built with 40
years of hindsight, though surprised us all by
saying there was little on Bill’s bike which Dot
couldn’t have done had the thinking been
around at the time. The only exceptions to that
were the ignition and tyres – both elements
have moved on greatly since the 1960s.

Austen Fraser

Owner of the standard Dot in our test is
Austen Fraser, a retired painter and decorator
and a long-time member of Bedlington club.

Austen started riding in 1962 and learned
on an ES2 Norton outfit then a 200 Ducati
before taking to trials riding.

“It was my cousin Arthur Smith’s fault, he’s
the cause of me taking up off-road sport and I
got the Dot in 1963,” he says. In those days
bikes could be supplied in kit form to avoid

purchase tax and Austen got his from Jimmy
Herron’s business H and H in Ashington,
Northumberland. “Herron was a Suzuki agent
and my local dealer in those days.”

Austen went on to say he used the bike
in trials and scrambles: “I had a scrambles
barrel, exhaust, gear cluster and foot rests,
so did the speed stuff in the summer and
the feet-up stuff in the winter, we all did
back then.”

Believe it or not this was
David’s first ride on a
standard Dot.

David felt there was little on the modern
version that Dot couldn’t have done had
the thinking been that way at the time.

A bit of weight saving by drilling
holes and chain adjustment by
snail cam and bolt.

Even alloy snail cams can
usefully loose a gram or two.

Our photographer’s Dot wears
a cast alloy brake pedal...

... the works Dot wears a
fabricated alloy one and
altered footrests.
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Original & unrestored

1970
Husqvarna 400

An unlikely road
to the grail

W hile at Monza for World
Superbike in 2010 (doing a story
with Corser, Xaus, and Tardozzi
about the BMW Superbike

programme), the light flipped on that BMW
now owned Husqvarna.
BMW was happy to oblige and upon my

arrival Monday morning at the factory in
Varese, Martino Bianchi greeted me and
provided a tour of the new facility and
manufacturing line, along with glimpses of
very special one-off show bikes and
prototypes. At the end of the tour, Martino
kindly gave me a factory team shirt, and cap.
This was to pay unexpected dividends.
Upon my return to San Diego, California, I

was sitting in a coffee shop having lunch
when a person sitting nearby said: “So, you
like Husqvarnas?” I had worn the factory
shirt that day and my response was “yes I
do”. He wanted to know if I was interested in
buying an old one.
“Depends upon what it is and what you are

asking for it.” It turned out that bike was a
1970 Husqvarna 400 cross, nearly
completely original (Trelleborg tyres) and
thoroughly disassembled. Some of the parts
had been bead blasted to remove the rust
and crud, such as the head, barrel, and
exhaust.
Most of the nuts and bolts were in plastic

bags with labels as to what went where, but
it was hard to know exactly what was missing

They just keep turning up,
these original and
unrestored comp bikes. Ok,
we’ve had to go a little
further afield for this one –
California to be precise –
but, it meets the criteria
and is a valid bike. Well, we
didn’t go there, obviously,
Norm DeWitt was already
there and it’s his bike.

Words and pics Norm DeWitt

in the various boxes and bags.
Though a bit of a mess, we closed the deal

at a very nominal amount and I loaded the
bits into the trunk of a car and headed for
home. Here in America, the 1970 400 Cross
is best known as the On Any Sunday bike,
ridden by Malcolm Smith, JN Roberts, Steve
McQueen, and two-time World MX champion
Bengt Aberg (69-70) in the movie.
The 1969-71 Husqvarna 400 Cross may

well have been the most versatile and
successful off-road motorcycle of all time,
given its dominance in so many categories.
It also marked the final development for the
four-speed, right shift Huskies that had
introduced America to International
Motocross.
America’s first MXdN team was in 1971,

with team captain, Bryan Kenney, and
legendary racer of everything Dan Gurney

doing that famous team advert featuring the
1970 400 Cross with which Kenney had
taken 5th in the ’70 Trans-Am series. The
400 Cross has its own place on display in
Bryan’s house to this day.
Team rider, John Barclay, also rode the four-

speed 400 Cross – “I picked it up at the
Husqvarna factory in Sweden in the spring of
1971. I used this bike for my premiere
season in Europe and then brought it home
with me.” Teammate, Gunnar Lindstrom,
managed 24th place on his, with only Kenney
scoring higher, in 18th.
It was the beginning from which American

dominance of the MXdN grew. Combine all
this with the madhouse surrounding all things
McQueen these days, and the 1970 400
Cross has become the grail.
The 400 had a fearsome reputation as a

machine not to be taken lightly, given all this



success combined with a fearsome amount
of grunt. Thinking back to 1972, a four-speed
400 Cross was the only bike I’ve ever had
start backwards, and amidst a moment of
complete confusion, seeing that large bolt
that sticks up at the back of the tank hurtling
back towards a most vulnerable part of my
anatomy is not something easily forgotten.
Taking the pile of parts and paperwork to

the California DMV, I was surprised when it
offered street registration for the 400. Many
off-road legends rode the 400s in the ISDT
as well as in Baja, so it is not silliness to
have a 400 with a lighting kit, especially here
in the city that is the gateway to Baja
California. Could there be a cooler bike which
one could ride to the Carlsbad USGP
celebrations, Baja reunions, or similar? I
think not.
A week after buying the 400, I was at the

United States MotoGP when I got the word
that my mom was not expected to survive her
recent hospitalisation. I caught the next flight
home. The 400 Cross then sat mostly
untouched in my garage for four years as
there were other items of greater importance
that demanded my attention. Life gets in the
way.
Once the project got back on track, my first

goal was to clean the bike and bits
thoroughly, with what must have been
buckets of rust remover and wax. I decided to
remove the original steel rear half-fender as I
did not wish to drill holes in it for the taillight
mounting bolts.
Trawling a motorcycle junkyard, a similarly

shaped front fender from a 1990 YZ125 was
obtained for five bucks, sawn down to size
and installed. Lighting kits from the Husky
360 Sportsman can best be described as

Who is Norm DeWitt

Born and raised in San Diego, California,
where summers were spent riding the
horse trails of Lake Tahoe on cheap dirt
bikes like a Suzuki 80 scrambler; a Maico
250 oval barrel MX and Montesa 175
followed. Racing against friends was a
humbling experience, obsolete equipment
combined with an absence of talent.
Norm switched to racing cars and had

many national wins, track records in GT-3
and fifth in the National Championship for
1983. Eventually it went full circle and his
garage is full of dirt bikes… again. Dream
bike? Rolf Tibblin’s 500cc World
Championship winning Husqvarna.
Years of engineering (as a licensed

architect), combined with racing and
fabrication experience, led to a career in
motorsport journalism, working with the
legends of off-road and motocross,
Formula 1, Le Mans, Indianapolis, and
Moto GP.
His latest book, Making it FASTER, has

been a bestseller on Amazon in
motorsports, auto racing, and automotive
engineering.

Minimum of cleaning up
makes for a bike that looks
like it has lived a life.

Battered, bruised but still in
there, you’d not be scared to
get this dirty.

Some famous names on here,
all connected with Husqvarna
and the desert.
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hens teeth around here, so I sourced a 1971
DT250 Yamaha front headlight and was given
the taillight assembly from an MT250
Elsinore… both being early 70s, that was
close enough.
A Two Brothers’ racing muffler from one

side of a ’98 Ducati Monster showed up in
the local ads for $20. The price was right and
with a bit of sawing to the connector pipe
provided, it fit. Eventually I’ll find a correct
early 70s black sausage style muffler that
will get the job done and look more period
appropriate. Until then….. run it.
Given the originality of the remainder of

the bike there would be no repainted
surfaces, and it would just be cleaned as
thoroughly as possible. The whole concept of
patina is somewhat lost upon me when it
involves standing dust and grime. Any items
that had been bead blasted of the original
paint by the previous owner would retain
their bare metal finish, hit with a high quality
clear satin sealer to slow down the
development of rust.
Whatever I could do to bring back the

lustre of the original painted or chrome
finishes, so much the better. The goal as
much as anything was to reach the point
where it looked like a stock 1970 400 Cross
with a licence plate in 1972. I have a similar
first year (’66) CL160 Honda scrambler that
one would swear is maybe two years old
judging by appearance. It’s only original once.
I brought the cleaned Husky tank to the

2013 Hopetown MX reunion and had it
signed by many of the great Husqvarna
legends of the day (Torsten Hallman, Brad
Lackey, JN Roberts, Malcolm Smith, Bruce
Brown (creator of On Any Sunday), Gunnar
Lindstrom, John Penton (ran Husqvarna East),
Everett Brashear (ran Husqvarna West), Mary
McGee, Preston Petty, Gene Fetty/Bill
Silverthorn (1970 Baja 500 winners), John
“The Flyin’ Hawaiian” DeSoto, Dan Gurney,
Dave Ekins, and perhaps most surprising…
Joel Robert, who surprised us all that day by
saying he had once been signed by
Husqvarna but went back to CZ before the

first race of the season.
I knew I had completely lost my mind about

the authenticity thing when I didn’t have
Roger DeCoster sign the tank after he
confirmed that he never raced or had a
contract to race for Husqvarna.
The Husqvarna is now essentially

complete, although I’m still sorting the
wiring. Riding this bike will undoubtedly get
more looks in Southern California than if I
were dressed like a ballerina and on fire.
BMW no longer owns Husqvarna, the

company having been sold to KTM and
production subsequently moved to Austria from
Varese, Italy. World Superbike no longer races
at Monza. None of this series of happy
coincidences could have happened today.
Martino Bianchi, whose kind gifts of

Husqvarna swag made buying this bike
possible, is general manager for the HRC Rally
team that won seven stages in the 2015 Dakar
Rally. I need to obtain an HRC Rally team shirt
from him as soon as possible.

Husqvarna in 100(ish) words

What’s in a name?

Huskvarna from the Swedish ‘Hus’
meaning house and ‘Kvarn’ meaning mill
was the name of the village where
‘Husqvarna’ was born. The company chose
to use a ‘q’ instead of a ‘k’in the name to
differentiate it from their village on the
shores of Lake Vattern in Sweden.

With origins in armaments in 1689 our
motorcycle story begins in 1903 when the
company first produced a motorised two-
wheeler. This first Husqvarna was a motorised
bicycle with a foreign engine. In 1919, the first
Husqvarna engine, a 550cc V-twin, was created.
The company began its competition career

around this time by entering GP races and

ISDT events with good success. The Second
World War halted all motorcycle production
and when it resumed post war the
concentration was on off-road. The company
risked its reputation with a 250 two-stroke
and a legend was born. By the 60s the
marque to be seen on for Hollywood stars was
Husqvarna.

There have been worse
starting points to a rebuild.

Bruce Brown creator of On Any
Sunday, the film brought
Husqvarna to the public.
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Something
special

R OB Shepherd, former British Trials
Champion and twice a world round
winner, is currently making a
surprise, but welcome, comeback to

trials – at the age of 61 and more than 30
years since he last rode a trials machine
competitively.
Not one to do things by halves, Rob is

planning a twin-pronged return with rides
planned on a modern machine (four-stroke
Montesa 4RT at the moment) and in Pre-65s
on a two-stroke Drayton Bantam.
‘Shep’ literally sprang to fame as a 19-

year-old when in 1972 he took his 250
Montesa to a shock victory in the Scott trial,
an emphatic win as he posted both the
fastest time and was best on observation to
dominate the unique, epic, time and
observation trial – as well as the headlines in
the specialist press.
He went on to become one of a truly

magnificent bunch of British riders who
dominated the world of trials in the 1970s;
really ultra-competitive era.
Week in, week out Rob had to deal with the

likes of factory-supported riders such as

Martin and Alan Lampkin, Malcolm Rathmell,
Mick Andrews, Rob Edwards, Nigel Birkett,
Dave Thorpe, Nick Jefferies and others in
British and world champs and, of course, all
the hotly contested British nationals and one-
offs such as the Scottish Six Days and The
Scott.
Although his earlier successes were

earned on the Spanish Montesa two-strokes,
he rode both 250 and the later 310
Montesas, Rob is best known for his
seasons on factory Honda four-stroke
machinery on which he won the British
Championship against red-hot opposition in
1977 and also claimed two World
Championship round wins, the first in Finland
in 1977 and the second at opening round of
the 1979 season at the famous Clandeboye
Estate, Newtownards, in Northern Ireland.
The latter event, which used to run in

February when the steep wooded hillsides
were saturated and coated in deep mud, was
a favourite four-stroke Honda hunting ground
and Eddy Lejeune enjoyed similar success in
the early 1980s on his 360 Hondas.

Shep’s back!
What bike does a former British trials champion and
Honda works rider choose for a comeback? A BSA
Bantam of course! John Dickinson was there.

Words and pics John Dickinson



Rob’s victories came on the long-stroke
Honda 306, including his British title, but he
also rode the later short-stroke which was
not such a success – being a revvy engine it
lacked the stonking pulling power of the 306.
Rob’s final season was 1981 when he rode

development Majesty Yamahas, along with
younger brother Norman, for Majesty builder
and developer John Shirt. Sadly this didn’t
prove to be successful and included a none-
finish in the Scottish Six Days. And when Rob
retired from trials he withdrew from the sport
completely. Rob said that he liked the
Yamaha when it was running to his liking but
John was always looking to make it better,
which Rob reckoned was not always the case
and he just never felt settled.
However, fast forward 40-odd years and

last year Rob visited French enthusiast Jean
Caillou – a well known character in the Pre-65
scene famous (infamous?) for dressing as a
French waiter during his frequent Scottish
Pre-65 rides on a 500 Ariel – he actually
owns both 306 and 360 model factory
Hondas and offered Rob a ride on them. Rob,

A true case of ‘what might have been’ could
be the epitaph on BSA’s Bantam trials effort.
Thankfully for the two-stoke enthusiasts the
Bantam has been enjoying a resurgence in the
hands of the pre-65 brigade.
Never the heaviest of motorcycles, all the
little stroker needed really was a little more
power to enhance its prospects in trials.
BSA itself seemed to have an ambivalent
attitude to the Bantam, swinging between
promoting it by having the likes of John Draper
riding it in the SSDT then, shortly after
‘Drapes’ took the 150cc cup and finished 20
or so marks behind the winner, the Smallheath
concern pushed the works Bantam under
wraps again and forgot about it for a while. It
also phased out the production competition
Bantam too. The annoying thing from the
buying public’s point of view was the bike was
potentially the cheapest and most useable
trials bike available.
It took Brian Martin’s persuasion and a semi-
official project of his own to convince BSA to
produce a bike based around the Bushman
model. Though designed and marketed as
machine for the Australian outback, the
Bushman wasn’t a difficult conversion for
even private owners to make a trials bike.
Martin tweaked the Bushman by adding
heavyweight forks, borrowed the Bantam
hubbed wheels from the works C15Ts, fitted a
Triumph Tiger Cub swingarm, Victor petrol
tank and had the factory produce a special
wide-ratio gear cluster and entered some local
trials on it. He won some, then took capacity
cups in several national trials encouraging
BSA to go a little further and assemble four
bikes for the SSDT.

Brian’s brother Michael was heavily involved
in the engine development having come to
specialise in two-stroke engine work at BSA’s
Redditch plant.
With such engineering talent available it is no
wonder there were some significant gains to
the power of the 175cc unit and some clear
thinking modifications such as moving the
clutch adjustment to the other side of the
engine. Development continued at a pace
with factory rider Mick Bowers remembering
some things being the result of testing, to
eliminate what didn’t work such as barrel
porting, and then finding the original porting
worked best, while an exhaust pipe made
purely to fit the motorcycle worked so much
better than the scientifically designed ones.
Things were looking good for the Bantam until
BSA decided its works trials effort would
cease. Mick Bowers was allowed to continue
riding his machine and carried on for a number
of seasons, patiently developing the
motorcycle as he did. Brian Martin admitted
to author, Don Morley, during an interview for
the Classic British Two-Stoke Trials Bikes
book that even a batch of 500 bikes would
not have been worth BSA’s while. Luckily
sporting dealer Comerfords took an interest
and felt it could economically produce a
workable bike for sale… at least until BSA
announced the ending of all Bantam
production.
It seemed the end of the road for the BSA
Bantam until the Pre-65 scene looked at the
lightweight and coupled with a firmer
understanding of the way a two-stroke engine
works, it seems the Bantam is to fly again.

Making the Bantam cluck

BSA to go a little further and assemble four
bikes for the SSDT. 

works, it seems the Bantam is to fly again.

The ‘umble Bantam, yer
‘onour, punching above its
weight.

Mick Bowers with an
unenviable number in the
SSDT makes the Banty work.
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after all those years away from the sport and
thinking of getting involved again, was
pleased to take Jean up on his generosity
once the idea of a return to trials had been
planted. And this ride on the Honda edged
Rob further towards a comeback.
Rob’s last ride on a Honda, previous to

this, was back in 1993 when Off-Road Action
magazine organised a head-to-head test at
the Shepherd family farm at Fellbeck, near
Pateley Bridge, between a short-stroke Honda
that had been built-up by Mick Grant after he
located a short-stroke chassis and then found
an engine, and Nigel Birkett’s ex-factory 325
Suzuki, which Nigel had just bought from Nick
Beamish. This was a genuine Japanese-built
factory special with a paper-thin frame and
Nigel reckoned the engine was the one he
originally used but the chassis was as ridden
by John Metcalfe.
Rob was long retired from the sport and had

zero interest in trials at the time – he had
moved on to competitive dinghy sailing at a
local level (his daughter went on to represent
Britain) – but was eventually persuaded to
have a go and a brief ride in boiler suit and
wellies confirmed that the short-stroke Honda
was not the best trials bike ever built –
although he did like the Suzuki!
And that was the last time... until he

recently got the urge to ride again.
“There’s no real reason for the comeback”

said Shep, “I just fancied another go before I
get too old. I need to get fitter but I’ve lost
three stone in weight and I’m now back to 11
stone, exactly the same as I weighed when I
rode the factory Hondas. There’s a few good
years in me yet. Look at Peter Gaunt at 77”
“I tried two-stroke Shercos but eventually

bought a 250 Montesa four-stroke (his
nephew Richard – Norman’s lad – was riding a
4RT).
Brother Norman has always been a hyper

enthusiast and Fellbeck Farm is a favourite
place for trials and for press trials tests.
Norman loves his Pre-65s and campaigns an
ever-changing James, but was in the process
of having a special Bantam built. Mick Grant
has also been a Bantam convert and was
asked along to Shep’s farm to practise and
also for Rob to have a run on Mick’s own
development Bantam.
Said Rob at the time: “I had already been

to see Jim Pickering and tested his own
personal Drayton Bantam. I was impressed
with that so I ordered one there and then,
and Jim promised it would be just like his.”
It duly arrived and Rob was immediately

pleased with the performance. It sports the
original Bantam iron barrel, bored-out to the

compulsory 185cc capacity and was
subsequently fitted with a Japanese clutch.
Said Rob after a couple of shakedown

rides on the farm: “I’m well pleased with it, I
think it runs better than Jim’s and I believe it
ran better than Mick’s (which is fitted with an
alloy barrel with plated bore).”
Rob continued: “While waiting for the

Bantam to be built I have been to watch quite
a few local trials in order to see how hard the
sections are and which routes I think I can
ride, and once I’ve got a bit fitter and got the
hang of riding a bike again I can’t wait to have
a go. It’s been a long time but I’m up for it.”
The big test is going to be the Scottish Pre-

65 Two Day Trial for which both Rob and
Norman have secured entries...

Though a noted Honda rider,
Rob Shepherd is no stranger
to two strokes.

You need one don’t you, you
know you do, that Cub’s far
too heavy now...

Drayton Bantam is well finished and neat in
appearance, it works well too.

Mick Grant’s version has some extra mods and is a
‘work in progress.’
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CR250
Husqvarna

Colin Flockhart’s rebuild looks
great from any angle.
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C olin Flockhart has had a long
association with motorcycles from a
very young age; right from when he
got his first ever go on a PW50

Yamaha on holiday at Butlins aged six. But
Colin got the real bug for all things
motorcycle when he moved up to the big time
after taking delivery of his first proper
motorcycle, a KE 125 Kawasaki when he was
aged 16.
“It’s fair to say that my mum wasn’t best

pleased when I got this bike,” said Colin,
“and she was very apprehensive every time I
slung my leg over it to go and tear up and
down the local farmer’s field. I suppose she
was just a mother being protective of her
little boy at the time.”
In his earlier bike-building years Colin had

developed a good reputation for tuning and
restoring those iconic 70s Monkey bikes and

he was well-known and indeed well respected
for his engineering skills in getting the
maximum horsepower out of those tiny little
Honda engines.
Because Colin works in an engineering

shop for his day job it put him in an ideal
position to make bespoke parts and specially
machined items to use in his classic bike
restorations.
“My job thankfully has made it very easy

for me to continue my bike restoration work”
said Colin, “because if I cannot find a
specific part for a particular project then I
have all the tools at my disposal to fabricate
a replacement and more often than not it
turns out to be of a much higher quality than
the original.”
Colin had put the word around a while back

that he was in the market for restoring an old
classic two-stroke dirt bike. When he initially

took the thought for this project he had no
particular make of machine or any other
special kind of parameters in mind, although
he was certain that it would be along the
lines of an older 70s twinshock smoker of
some description.
Colin’s thinking was that if he could find

something to use in the classic Pre 75 racing
class then that would most probably suit his
racing style, and it would be well in-keeping
with the vintage or classic theme of his
future project bike.
By the power of word of mouth he was then

contacted by fellow classic bike racer Billy
Chisholm who it has to be said is very well
known in vintage dirt bike circles for his love
of the Swedish Husqvarna marque.
In fact Billy has a very comprehensive

collection of vintage Husqvarnas at home
and it is certainly no secret that I have been
pestering him for many months to let us do a
feature on his bike collection for the CDB
magazine, so hopefully we can sort
something out with him for a future issue.
Anyhow, during a brief conversation Billy

then told Colin that he had a couple of spare

Making the numbers up
This superb example of a 1975 CR250 Husqvarna is the
latest creation from Scottish classic bike builder Colin
Flockhart, Chris Montignani listens to the man.

The bike looks good and it
goes well too. Colin is caught
in action by Lisa Robertson.



bikes he was looking to off-load to make way
for future projects, so an appointment was
soon agreed to view the bikes where Billy
then wheeled the two Husky machines out of
their secret hideaway for Colin to have a look
at. Both machines were almost identical
1975 CR 250s but were in somewhat
differing stages of repair.

“The first bike I looked at was in
reasonable condition and almost ready to
race although the price was unfortunately
outside my projected budget,” said Colin.
“The second machine was an identical

1975 model which looked initially a bit
more promising, it was very scruffy and had
seen a lot of action but it appeared complete
and the price was sensible so I decided to
take the plunge and we soon shook hands
on a deal.”

Almost straight away Colin had the bike on
the track and did a few classic race events
with it to evaluate his own riding ability and
the quality of his recent purchase. “I was
quite pleased with its performance,” said
Colin, “although there were still a few bits
and pieces needing attention in order to bring

the bike up to a more raceworthy condition.
As for my fitness, boy what an eye opener

that was. I totally underestimated how
physical this sport was, although this was
my first race event and you can never
imagine how slow you are going to be
straight out of the gate.

This was really my first ever attempt at
motocross of any description as I had only
ever followed this style of motocross on
videos on YouTube, and it always looked so
much easier watching it than when you
actually line up with another 25 riders at the
start line.

At the end of the 2014 racing season Colin
decided to do a complete rebuild on his
Husky through the winter months and have it
ready for the coming 2015 campaign starting
in April. As this bike was going to be a full
restoration it was then completely stripped
and laid bare to its various components
which were now scattered around Colin’s
garage floor.

An inventory then took place as all the
innumerable fragments were painstakingly
scrutinised for damage and wear and then
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This was my first ever attempt at
motocross and I had only ever followed
this style on YouTube. It always looked
much easier than the reality of lining up
with another 25 riders at the start line.

Colin Flockhart



notes written as
to what course of
action should be
taken to either
refurbish them back
to as-new status or
throw them straight onto
the scrap pile.

As is the norm on these types of
resto, Colin thought it best to start with the
skeleton of the machine and so the Husky’s
frame was set up on a jig to check that it was
all in-line and ‘hunky dory’. He soon found
out that the bike at one time appeared to
have been flipped over as the rear sub-frame
was well out of alignment.

This was corrected almost immediately by
using a hydraulic press on the offending area
and then the frame, swingarm and yokes
were sent to Henderson’s Metal Finishers in
Edinburgh for sandblasting and painting.

The engine was next on the list and this
was completely dismantled and its individual
components were inspected, although as it
turns out the Swedish lump appeared to be
in reasonable condition considering its age.
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Unfortunately though, a broken cylinder
liner was soon discovered which was then
promptly repaired by PJ Motorcycle Engineers
where it was then resleeved and rebored to
accept its shiny new piston. Colin then
completed the rebuild of the Husky motor
himself using new bearings, seals, and
gaskets. Originally the engine came fitted
with a flat-slide Mikuni carb which Colin did
not think was right for this particular bike and
so he substituted it with a new replacement
Mikuni from Allen’s Performance.

After all the necessary repairs had been
done and the motor completed it was
finished off with some high temperature black
semi-gloss paint. Colin’s engineering skills
then came in very handy once again as he
proceeded to make new engine mounting
plates and new stainless steel mounts for
the front number plate along with various
other brackets and pins.

Many of the worn-out original parts and
other ancillary items like fasteners were
rejected as Colin opted for new items which
he engineered himself as he recommenced
the build. The original wheel rims were
refurbished and reused on the bike but that
was only after they were fitted with new heavy
duty stainless steel spokes.

The original gas tank was
then prepped and re-

painted by Colin after
he employed a

local paint
company to

match the
original
colour
and
supply
him
with an

aerosol equivalent. He then fitted the new
graphics supplied to him by MXM. Colin also
manufactured and then refitted the chrome
effect side panels on the tank.

As the original seat base and foam were
still in prime condition Colin opted to just fit a
replacement seat cover to replace the tatty
and worn out original item.

The old mudguards had seen better days
so it was decided that new UFO replacement
units were the way to go so these were
consequently ordered and delivered for fitting
to the new frame when it arrived back from
the painters.

If you are familiar with these Husqvarna
models you may have noticed that the
exhaust is not the original item on this bike
as Colin opted for a newer 1975/76 unit with
a D&G rear silencer.

As the refurbishment continued Andy Elliot
at HVA Factory, which supplies original
Husqvarna parts for these machines,
received an order from Colin for new
stainless steel wide footpegs, gear lever, and
rear sprocket which were subsequently
delivered to his door a few days later.

With the frame now back from the paint
shop the rebuild continued at pace as the
rolling chassis was taking shape with its new
Rockshocks rear suspension units, and newly
completed wheels and tyres. The new
mudguards were then bolted on to the front
and rear of the frame along with the newly
painted triple clamps and forks.

With the rebuilt Husky motor now taking
pride of place in its shiny new silver cradle all
other ancillary items could then be refitted to
the immaculate frame.

With the bike nearing completion Colin then
opted to manufacture a pair of alloy risers to
lift the ride height of the new Renthal
handlebars another 25mm as he thought the

notes written as
to what course of
action should be
taken to either
refurbish them back
to as-new status or
throw them straight onto
the scrap pile. 

As is the norm on these types of
resto, Colin thought it best to start with the
skeleton of the machine and so the Husky’s

duty stainless steel spokes. 
The original gas tank was

then prepped and re-
painted by Colin after

he employed a
local paint

company to
match the
original
colour
and
supply
him
with an

Before the world went
monoshock rear dampers
were often angled.

Almost too nice to race...
Luckily Colin enjoys getting
the bike out on track.

It’s a nice, compact power
unit, fairly tough too.
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original ride height was a bit on the low side
when he was standing up on the pegs.

It took Colin almost four months to
complete the transformation of this vintage
bike from a scruffy looking well-worn dirt bike
classic to what can only be described now as
a concours winning machine.

In fact soon after the completion of the
build the bike was put on display at the
Scottish Bike Show at Ingliston near
Edinburgh and it promptly walked away with
top prize in the ‘Best Dirt Bike’ category.

“I only ever put the bike into the show to
make up the numbers in the Scottish Classic
Motorcycle Club’s stand,” said Colin. “I never
intentionally expected it to be judged let
alone win any kind of award, although I
suppose it was some recompense for the
hard work I put into this project and I am
extremely pleased with its outcome.

“Now the bike is finished I intend to race it
at as many classic race events as I can this
year and hopefully get some decent results in
the process.

“I have always wanted to have a go at
competitive motocross from a young age but
never ever got round to it as I used to tear up
and down the dirt tracks at home imagining

what it would actually be like to race in the
dirt. The kick up the backside I needed to
take the plunge to race was when my father
passed away suddenly in 2012 and I thought
to myself well, you never know what’s around
the corner in life so I decided to just buy a
bike and give it a go.”

Colin has yet to try the bike on the track
since the completed build as he has only
had the occasional test ride on it along the
street in his hometown. “I was a bit nervous
when it came to starting the bike up for the
first time as you are always second guessing
yourself thinking you have not done
something just right or maybe missed fitting
some important part”.

“Although when I heard the motor kick in to
life for the first time I immediately knew,
yeah, everything sounds about right. During
the strip-down and rebuild of this machine I
was very impressed with the quality of the
Husky and how well they are put together and
thought out, those Swedes certainly knew
how to put them together.

“I already have thoughts on another
renovation project which will be somewhat
different to the Husky two-stroker, I will
maybe do something like a Cheney BSA or a

big Matchless or AJS or some other big
British single. Mind you, with the many hours
I spent in the garage on this particular bike I
still enjoyed every minute of watching this
bike come together and seeing the end
product emerge from the various parts.

“There were never any real headaches
regarding the strip-down and eventual rebuild
of this bike, it was more or less a case of
inspecting each and every part then deciding
either to renew or refurbish them. It was
only because of my engineering skills and
availability of machine tools that I decided to
improve on various things like fasteners and
brackets etc.

“Nevertheless if you were thinking of
tackling this particular machine yourself you
would quite easily get away with using all the
original nuts, bolts, and brackets without
many problems.

“This particular model of Husqvarna is also
a great starting bike if you ever decided to
take on a classic or vintage restoration of
your own, there are no jobs on this model you
cannot easily tackle in your garage or local
workshop with very basic tools.

“This 2015 racing season will be my first
year out on the track competitively with my
new bike, and I am looking forward to its
racing debut at the Scottish Classic event at
Forfar on April 12.

“It’s probably fair to say that I am a wee
bit apprehensive as to how well it will run
on the day as I have no means of trying the
bike prior to race day. I know that the bike
looks good but will it go good is really the
question now.

“Nevertheless I hope the bike will give good
service this year and just hold together, and if I
can pick up a decent result here and there
then that would be more reward than I could
ever expect considering my racing experience.”

A stunning bike and one that
was at the forefront of the
race scene in its day.

Bar risers are an easy
way to alter handlebar
height for taller riders.

Is this the most iconic petrol
tank in the world? discuss!
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You
need a...

It actually does look remarkably
standard – the seat is from the
125 model though.

Not exactly a hi-tech mod and
done because the Lampkin boot
kept catching on the scenery.

Not easy to see the
speedo here but it does
protect it from damage.



…World Championship
winning Bulto

W orks bikes are generally
personalised to the rider and
they won’t always be suitable for
someone else. Of course this

doesn’t stop us thinking ‘if only...’ and it also
presents a problem for a factory.
With a winning bike out there, the public

clamour for a replica but while the comp
shop only has to make a bike to suit one
person, the production department has to
produce one lots of people can get on with.
Not an easy task but, as Martin Lampkin won
the world title in 1975, it was one Bultaco
had to tackle.
When we spoke to Martin Lampkin for last

issue’s feature he admitted he always wanted
more and more power from his motorcycles.
This suited his riding style, but not everyone
is a ‘Martin Lampkin’ and able to handle
more power. Looking over Martin’s old bike it
seemed remarkably standard, though Dave
Renham told us the engine internals were
modified or probably what is referred to as
‘blueprinted’ where the tolerances and
balances are made to match the ideal rather
than have production leeway. Martin’s bike
and that of his team-mate Yrjo Vesterinen

would form the basis of the production
machine, a replica if you like, which would be
seen later in the year.
This new model would be as close as a

production bike could be to the works ones,
certainly it had the new frame, works style
tank and airbox so did in fact resemble the
works bikes. From a sales point of view, this
is excellent. What it wouldn’t have had would
be the ‘on the day’ mods such as a
blueprinted engine. This sort of thing would
be possible for a private owner, not cheap, or
easy but possible to do with care.
There were some mods on Lampkin’s bike

which were easy to do, Martin mentioned
raising the footrests by welding a bar on the
top, not all that difficult to do and a contrast
to today’s footrest positioning. Moving the
speedo so it didn’t get damaged was
possible, as was adding 10-12mm to the
front pipe on the exhaust, Comerfords made
this known to owners and it apparently made
the engine a little sharper off the bottom
end. But, by and large, Martin’s world
championship winning bike epitomised that
ethos – same as you can buy, just well put
together.

Feel free to disagree, but in this year of the World Trials
Championship’s 40th anniversary we say you need a
championship Bulto in your shed.

...Patrick Comerford for letting us
photograph the actual world championship
winning Bultaco.

Thanks to...
This new model would be as close

as a production bike could be to the
works ones

A little bit of poetic
licence, the decal is from
Martin’s helmet sponsor.

Even from this side the bike resembles the
brochure shot. Those with good memories will
recall the early tank design was slightly different.
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G iven the size of the Isle of Man it
seems incredible that an event
noted for long distances could be
held there once let alone three

times and, conveniently for us it was nicely
bracketed in one decade.
Even better from our point of view it was an

interesting decade, both technically and
sportingly as far as the ISDT went and the
three years it was in the Isle of Man coincide
with changes in attitude towards the event.
By this I mean its emphasis on being a shop
window for the motorcycle industry as a
whole took a back seat while the contest as
a sporting one took a bigger role.
Okay, first up is honesty time, 1965 to

1975 is actually 11 years and a decade is
10 years but we’re hoping you’ll forgive us.
Secondly the requirement for the Trophy
contest – the main award – to be by teams
mounted on machines made in their home
country had been lifted in 1970 so the 1971
Manx ISDT had a more eclectic mix of

motorcycles and finally, by 1975 the event
while still designated a ‘trial’ was really
an enduro.
But, to go back to the first of the three

events, in 1965 the British motorcycle
industry still existed and while some of the
smaller companies were being absorbed it
was still a major force in the world’s
marketplace.
The industry could still field teams on the

world stage, or in the ISDT’s case, could
provide the ACU with machines to build
teams around. These teams were still
performing well and it was clear as the end
of the 1964 ISDT approached, the UK was
likely to finish second to the host nation –
East Germany.
Now, the winning nation generally has the

option to host the following year’s event, we
say generally as the FIM – Federation
Internationale Motorcycling – has a rule
which prevents the event being held in the
same place for consecutive years. In practice

this wasn’t such a bad idea as the running of
an international event such as the ISDT was
costly and it also meant different terrain for
each year.
East Germany had won in 1963 in

Czechoslovakia and thus hosted the 1964
trial in Erfurt, just over the border with West
Germany. With the UK finishing second and
the non-consecutive rule in play it was our
first refusal for hosting 1965’s ISDT.

The Isle of Man is no stranger to motorcycle sport
though generally the action takes place on the 37 or so
miles of the Mountain TT race circuit. However, three
times a major international event has used much more
of the island than the roadways.

Some facts

Everyone knows where the Isle of Man is…
don’t they? Well, just in case you don’t it is
a small island in the Irish Sea and almost
exactly midway between the UK and
Ireland. At its longest the island is 33
miles, at its widest it’s 13 miles giving 429
square miles with around 100 miles of
coastline and the recognised highest point
is Snaefell, 2036ft above sea level. Though
most famous for motorcycle racing all sorts
of motorsports take place on the island on
two, three and four wheels.

ISDT – The Manx Decade
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Happening in 1965

It wasn’t just the ISDT y’know, other things
happened in 1965…

– CDB editor in primary school
– Sir Winston Churchill dies
– Goldie the eagle is recaptured
– Sir Stanley Matthews, oldest football
player, still playing
– BP strikes oil in North Sea
–Thunderbirds on TV
–UK 70mph speed limit introduced.

host for the 1965 event as long as a couple
of snags could be overcome. The main snag
concerned the appearance of eastern
European countries as the political situation
at that time was a lot different to today.
It took a bit of wrangling but it was at last

confirmed by the ACU that ‘anyone who
wished to enter, from whatever country, would
be welcome’ which is as nice a bit of politics
as could be hoped for.
At this stage there was still no real idea for

a venue, naturally the original ISDT’s
Lakeland base was fast becoming
unavailable due to anti-motorcycling feeling
among the public, nor was the Welsh base of
many other UK ISDTs as clear cut a choice
as might have been thought.
In the way of many things, it was a chance

remark which brought the Isle of Man into the
reckoning when the road racing was being
discussed at the ACU HQ.
Once the laughter had stopped the

question ‘why not?’ was asked and all the
plus points were laid out… a government
definitely not anti-motorcycle, plenty of
accommodation and less restrictive
legislation.
The big question now was could the

necessary mileage be laid out? Who better to
ask than race legend, trials enthusiast, Manx
Trial course plotter and Isle of Man resident
Geoff Duke. This was how Peter Fraser found
himself leaning into a force nine gale and

H ad he but known it at the time, the
feature written by Peter Fraser,
MotorCycle’s staffman and off-road
reporter, at the end of January

1965 could have been a prophecy for the
coming year.
Fraser had just returned from the Isle of

Man where Geoff Duke, clerk of the course for
the 1965 International Six Days Trial, had
invited him along to see for himself how a
course of over 1100 miles could be laid out
on an island 33 miles long by 13 miles wide…
Peter’s story started the previous year

when it was clear the UK was going to be the

being splattered by sleet in January 1965.
He was helping to survey the routes for the
ISDT, and as he admitted in the feature, by
the time he arrived on the island it was pretty
much a done deal as there had been plenty
of ACU and industry hierarchy nipping across
to the island to check it out.
So, how did Duke do it? To start with he

centred the event on the TT Grandstand in
Douglas then divided the island up into
thirds, a line west from the grandstand to the
coast then a similar one north from the same
point gave three distinct areas with enough
tracks to give two routes in each one for six
days of off-road competition.
Each lap was 120 miles and was covered

twice in both directions and gives a total
course of near 1500 miles with only one mile
common to each route, each day. This was a
truly remarkable achievement for such a
small place.
To test the plausibility and iron out teething

troubles, a three day ISDT type event was
planned on the course for June 1965.
Apparently it was just as well this dry-run had
been held as there were a few problems
highlighted by the press of the day. Nothing
major but enough to make the organisers
thankful they had had this test a few months
before the main event which, from an
organisational point of view, was well-run.
As the press revealed though, the British

effort was not such a success. After the high

NameISDT
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1965
A tough year

Mr ISDT – Ken Heanes – on a
Triumph, of course, in the Isle
of Man in 1965.

Tarmac, rain and off-road
tyres is an interesting mix at
the first bend.
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The riders – UK

Trophy Team
Ken Heanes (Triumph 650), Arthur Lampkin
(BSA 441), Sammy Miller (BSA 343), Roy
Peplow (Triumph 490), Bryan Sharp
(Greeves 246), Triss Sharp (Greeves 246).

Silver Vase A
Alan Lampkin (BSA 441), Dave Nicoll (AJS
497), Jim Sandiford (BSA 343), Peter
Stirland (Greeves 246).

Silver Vase B
Mick Andrews (AJS 497), John Lewis (AJS
497), Ray Sayer (Triumph 348), Bill
Wilkinson (Greeves 246).

Reserves
Scott Ellis (BSA 343), Peter Gaunt (Royal
Enfield 248).

hopes for a good showing on effectively
home turf, or perhaps more correctly ‘home
peat bog,’ after their magnificent
performance the year before things went awry
and of the 14 riders in the Trophy and Vase
contests only four finished.

Part of the problem was the mechanical
failure of some team machines, some of it
was down to conflict of interest but the two
main UK papers of the time mentioned on
more than one occasion the complete apathy
of the UK industry chiefs.

The organiser’s plans to bring the ISDT
back to a test of endurance rather than a one
decided on special tests were vindicated and
the severity of the event was noted and
expected. It was more severe than actually
intended as the weather closed in and
became unusually harsh for September.

If the organisation of the event was
praiseworthy, sadly for our UK riders the
checkpoints were less well organised. Where
foreign teams had magnificent support
supplied by their home authorities, the UK
guys had to rely on volunteers, many pressed
into service on the day and though not
unwilling or capable, they too were poorly
supported and couldn’t even in some cases
provide the bare minimum of assistance.

With morale dropping, performance suffered
and riders retired, summing up in a feature
after the event, Peter Fraser finished off with
“…half measures are not good enough.”

Eric Chilton made a habit of
being a successful privateer.

Enfield 248).

BSAs struggled in
1965. Though here
they seem to be okay.
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Happening in 1971

– CDB editor hears about trials riding
– Open University begins broadcasting
– UK monetary system decimalised
– Jackie Stewart wins Monaco GP
– Yachtsman Chay Blyth circles globe
’wrong way’
– Harvey Smith makes ‘that’ gesture.
– Old Grey Whistle Test first aired
– Spaghetti Junction opened
– Diamonds Are Forever at cinemas

T hough they were the winners of the
1970 Spanish ISDT – held in El
Escorial and featured in the Bruce
Brown film On Any Sunday –

Czechoslovakia declined to host the 1971
event and the UK took up the mantle, bringing
the ISDT to the Isle of Man again. With the
1965 event still firmly in riders’ minds there
was a certain amount of trepidation, not for

the organisational point of view – which had
been superb – but from the weather.
It is often said that, without the weather,

what would the British talk about? This isn’t
so very far from the truth as it can be so
changeable and ‘four seasons in one day’
isn’t uncommon. Stick yourself out on a
small island in the middle of the Irish Sea
and the climate can be mind boggling.
Thankfully the weather played fair and the

conditions were superb though everyone was
convinced the weather was about to break ‘at
any moment’. The biggest complaint was,
however, directed at the ‘evaluation point’
system devised by the West German FIM
committee chief Otto Sensburg.
It was a complicated system of evening out

scores by allowing the top performer in each
class’s bonus points to be deducted from the
scores of every other rider in the class. Even
jury president Count Johnny Lurani claimed
not to fully understand this system brought in
a few years earlier.
Other changes for the ISDT marked out a

departure from the ‘shop window’ attitude of
previous years as the stipulation for Trophy

teams to be on machines made in their home
country was lifted. Ironically for the UK team
they had, in the Cheney Triumphs, finally got
superb machinery albeit a number of years
too late.
Even more ironically, despite the proven

performance of these dealer-provided
machines Mick Wilkinson’s bike melted its oil
lines and seized on the first day. This had to
be sheer bad luck as on similar machines
Messrs Peplow, Pease and Sandiford took
the manufacturers award for the UK for the
first time in a long while.
The 1971 ISDT also marked a return to the

competition for Sammy Miller who, along with
Martin and Alan Lampkin, had extra special
Bultaco Matadors provided by UK importer
Comerfords.
Miller was intending to earn the Maudes

Trophy for the Spanish factory who employed
him by using the same motorcycle in the
production TT and the ISDT, a plan scuppered
by the realisation Miller’s international road
race licence had expired. Miller did have a
happier ISDT than the last one in the Isle of
Man and he finished with a gold medal.

3838383838

1971
Slide rule
selection

Herbert Scheck manfully
hauled this Beemer round the
course all week.



There were a number of hair raising
incidents on the roads during the event and
the organisers regularly reminded
competitors to obey traffic laws. Even so, the
German team still lost Kurt Distler when he
slid off and went under a car, ending up badly
hurt and lucky to be alive.
The excitement wasn’t confined to the

roads either as Arthur Browning admitted he
was ‘racing Malcolm Rathmell for the
smallest gap on the island… and he won’
Arthur hurtled up a bank and the bike ended
up on its back.
As the trial neared its end it became clear

the West Germans were leading and to quote
the MotorCycle were ‘Czech-mated.’ Norman
Sharpe in his post trial report told how the
West German team’s “…un-hatched chickens
were counted, champagne on ice until a
brilliant tactical coup was pulled off by the
Czechs using the evaluation points system”.
It was felt the Czechs and West Germans

had ridden brilliantly and either deserved to
win but the ‘slide rule’ calculation of the
evaluation points changed the result rather
than brilliant riding.

BSA had a better time in
1971 than 1965, reliability
wasn’t a problem.

3939
The riders – UK

Trophy Team
Malcolm Rathmell (Cheney Triumph 500),
Ken Heanes, John Pease, Mick Wilkinson,
Mick Andrews, Jim Sandiford (all Cheney
Triumph 504) Reserve – Arthur Browning
(Cheney Triumph 504).

Vase A
George Webb, Ted Thompson, Tom Fayers,
Bryan Cowshall (all 441 Cheney BSA).

Vase B
Tony Sharp, Mick Bowers, Dave Smith, Dave
Thorpe (all 251 Ossa).

Swedish manufacturer
Monark concentrates on
small capacity two-stokes.

John Pease’s 504 Triumph put
him in the 750cc class. Not
the tyre inflation bottle.
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1975
A champion

returns

Happening in 1975

– CDB editor begins trials career
– Hail and rain devastate UK F1 GP
– Jensen Cars lays off 2⁄3 of its staff
– Martin Lampkin becomes first world
trials champ
– British Leyland introduces Morris ‘Wedge’
– Manchester United back in First Division
– European Space Agency founded
– Norton Villiers closes

T hough not the original choice, the
ISDT in 1975 had been destined for
Austria until that country withdrew
its offer, it was somehow fitting the

Golden Jubilee ISDT – though not the 50th
year – be in the UK and the Isle of Man once
again became the centre stage of the off-
road world.
For the UK team it was not to be a happy

experience as despite having probably the
best bikes they’d had for a long time, or
probably more suitable bikes for the type of
event the ISDT had become, they were beset
by accidents, injuries and downright
misfortune. Take Dave Smith, originally in the

Trophy Team, he came down with a rash and
was diagnosed with very contagious glandular
fever, put in an isolation ward and there was
talk of 14 days’ quarantine. A further
inspection by an expert in the field
discovered Dave was allergic to the soap
used in his hotel.
Other riders from other teams had similar

misfortune as Dave but at least Tom Penton
managed to start the event. He was belting
along at a decent pace when Ernie Page
caught him up and frantically gesticulated to
a problem under the seat. The problem was
Tom’s bike was on fire and too far gone to
save once the flames had been put out.
Geoff Chandler managed to put himself

out of gold standard by hurtling along so
fast he was early at the second check point
having missed the first one completely. But
spare a thought for Nick Jefferies, drafted in
to replace the sick Dave Smith. Nick
managed to ping off his Jawa, dislocate his
shoulder and, after a heroic effort to get to
the end of day one had little option but to
retire in agony.
There were happier times elsewhere in the

entry and the 1975 event brought a welcome
return to Jeff Smith – former BSA trials and
MX star who was working for Can-Am – over
to prove he still had what it takes even at his
age. And prove it he did, taking a Gold Medal

25 years after winning his first gold. He was
by no means the oldest competitor as
American legend Dick Man had entered his
first ISDT and showed he too still had what it
took by winning Gold.
He’d admitted to wanting to do the event

for a few years but his racing commitments
kept him away from it. Luckily Dick had
chosen an Ossa for his first attempt unlike
the Wankel engined Hercules models entered
by the factory.
A much remarked on talking point for the

trial was their sound and how they would
cope. Equally unusual were the Rokons
entered by some US riders. Featuring pull
starting and automatic transmission they
were certainly in the ‘weird’ category.
If anything typified the 1975 ISDT it was

the high speeds necessary to keep on time

4040
The riders – UK

Trophy Team
Trophy Team – Dave Hobbs (Jawa), Nick
Jefferies (Jawa), John May (Jawa) Dave
Jeremiah (Jawa) Ernie Page (Jawa).

All calm before the start. How many
riders were nervously wondering if
their bike would fire first kick?
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A tragedy

The event was tinged with sadness as
American Bren Moran, riding for Canada,
crashed on a disused railway track on the
first morning of the trial and died of his
injuries in hospital later.

and the subsequent ignoring of road traffic
laws. It made for some spectacular action
though as one of the Czech riders was seen
to take Governors Bridge at full throttle on a
big Jawa, sliding around until hitting the kerb
and being bounced on his way. Apparently the
police man on duty announced “these lads
could teach TT riders a thing or two about
cornering”.

However, despite this, by the end of the
week it was West Germany who came out
tops in the Trophy and the Italians who made
best of the Vase. The home team fared less
well and all sorts of reasons were theorised.
The main one though was our riders don’t get
time to specialise in this sort of event and
rarely see their bikes early enough to
familiarise themselves. A great shame.

Malcolm Smith on a
Husqvarna of course.
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The whole concept of the International Six
Days Trial was to prove the reliability of
motorcycles as a viable form of transport.
By 1913, the car had become established,
but even though these were out of the
reach of many people, the motorcycle was
not a user-friendly alternative.

For good reason motorcyclists are
generally enthusiasts and will happily
accept things non-enthusiasts regard as
ridiculous. A common constraint on
motorcycle designers is where to put
everything. Cars have a lot of room for big
clutches, radiators, fans, electrical
equipment, batteries and so on – not the
case for the motorcycle.

By its nature a motorcycle is a visible
and open machine so has to look good too
whereas a car can hide all sorts of things
away beneath bodywork.

This means components have to be
smaller with form as important as function
and the margin for error in their function is
small. So, thought the ACU, let’s have an
event where reliability is paramount. To do
this the rules stated major components
couldn’t be repaired or replaced but
consumables such as tyres and belts and
cables could be.

This was felt to be a sensible way
forward as an incident ending up with a
motorcycle on its side and bending levers
or snagging a cable could hardly be forseen
by a manufacturer whereas a frame braking
due to normal use could. Punctures too
were seen as a daily hazard thanks to
horseshoe nails and un-metalled roads so
tyres could be changed.

To prevent illegal substitution, a system
of tagging and marking was introduced
using seals and special paints. Naturally
these regulations for the event were seen
as challenges to overcome and the reports
and folklore surrounding the ISDT are
littered with instances where people were
caught trying to deal with them or even
circumvent them.

This gave rise to the theory ‘it’s only
cheating if you’re caught’ where marked
component substitution was tried and
hoped to be got away with. In some cases
complete bikes were swapped… In the
main though, the enterprising talents of
riders and team managers was limited to
making it easier and quicker to change bits
that could be swapped.

Ideas such as safety pins replacing split
pins, tabs soldered into tail-light lens
screws so no tools were needed to swap
bulbs, throttle cables split so only the bit
near the twist grip need be changed if there
was an accident that all saw the light of
day because of the need to keep going.

Even our columnist Jeff Smith had his
expert eye on things with a special inner
tube so punctures could be repaired
without taking the wheel out.

Reading the rules...
Two strokes were dominating
the event by the 70s, being
light and easy to ride.

Though riding gear evolved
greatly, waxed jackets were
still in favour.
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Project
IT465

W ell, we’ve gone and done it again,
acquired a project bike to fill a
few pages in each issue of the
magazine – an IT465 to be

precise.
There’s been a bit of ribbing gone on from

certain riding buddies over this bike, well one
lad in particular as when casting about for a
bike for Vinduro events to complement his
modern machine some of us tried to
convince said friend he needed a 465… now
the enduro boot is firmly on the other foot.

Anyway, there is something quite exciting
about a project when it turns up; there’s a lot
of ‘will it or won’t it’ be an easy restoration. I
suppose we all know the answer to that – a
resounding ‘no it won’t’ – and there will
always be problems that surface when the
strip down begins.

In a way, from a magazine’s point of view,
unforeseen problems are a good thing as
they do provide interesting articles… at least
that’s what we tell ourselves as the next
disaster appears from behind the cases.
However, we are strong in such tasks and
unlike our Can-Am project a couple of years
ago the IT at least is in one bit and did
actually run, briefly.

There are some discrepancies with the
bike. Though the numbers match and it looks
pretty much unstripped, the smart money
says it should have the YEIS system in place
but it doesn’t, it’s also got a red frame rather
than black so things are a little confusing at
the moment.

It’s not helped by there being little
information available in our archive and
research is proving interesting. Luckily there

is a web forum thingy based in Australia and
dedicated to Yamaha IT machines, with
associated areas for DT, YZ, WR and trials
bikes made by Yamaha and the level of
information on there is great.

If, like me, you are aware of the IT465 in
the general sense but the specifics are new
then the voyage of discovery is part of the
fun. At the time the IT came out I was still
more focussed on the trials scene rather
than the general off-road one so it’s a bit new
to me.

That said, any restoration has the same
broad parameters, work carefully, take
measurements, take notes and don’t break
anything as you strip the bike. Why? Because
you can almost guarantee the part you break
will be as rare as a rare thing with extra
unavailability added, whereas anything that

Rebuilt to ride
– our new project bike
Put two off-roaders together and the first question from
either is generally ‘what’ve you got on the go at the
moment?’ This is often followed by ‘You’re doing a
WHAT!?’ Occasionally it is ‘Oh, one of those…’ but more
often it’s ‘You must be mad’. You choose which of those
statements is applicable to us as we head into Act One
of the King of the IT Crowd.

… as it’s early days and we’ve only just
picked up the bike really there’s nothing
much we can say about it other than it is
an American import from DK Motorcycles in
Newcastle-under-Lyme.
An initial inspection has gone on, there are
loads of things that needing correcting and
there’s damage to repair but the bike is
basically complete and those who have
seen it so far seem impressed.
In order to make it easier to wheel around
the place we whipped out the front wheel,
cleaned the brake out and lubed the cable
so at least we can stop the bike now.

The story so far…

Well, here it is... our IT465
Yamaha. First problem – the
studio stand was too small.



removes easily will be available in cart loads.
Hopefully a lot of you will have seen our bike
tucked away on the stand at Wrighty’s Show
at Telford – The Putoline Classic Dirt Bike
Show – well, I’d been itching to get to grips
with the bike for ages but as we wanted it to
be seen in all its glory so we could announce
the challenge and there would be no cheating
in the rebuild.

Unlike children’s telly programmes noted
for showing how to do things then saying
‘here’s one we did earlier’, just at the point
where it was about to go wrong, there will be
plenty going wrong as we’re working through
the bike.

Back from Telford and with the bike in the
shed at the CDB satellite office it was time to
assess the project a little more closely. When
we bought it, it had been running and I

wondered if that was still a possibility. Best
check the oil first though. Hmmm not sure
who changed it last but the drain plug had
been mangled to the point where even mole
grips couldn’t touch it. I don’t habitually
reach for these things but they are useful as
a VERY last resort.

I much prefer to try and force a socket or
ring spanner on to what’s left of the hexagon
and warm the surrounding area gently with
boiling water or a recently acquired heat gun.
Sadly even this didn’t work, so the only two
options left were to either pull the case off
with the bike on it’s side or tip it right over so
oil would come out the filler plug.

Neither option is really good and in the end
it was the ‘bike on it’s side’ version I went
with. Before that though I whipped out the
spark plug, turned the engine over by hand,

ooh’d and aah’d at the spark, then put the
plug back in and tried to turn the engine over
with compression… it didn’t do it very well.

Something clearly was wrong, plug out
again, engine turns over easily, with little sign
of anything catching, plug back in one, maybe
two turns then the kickstart slips. Regular IT
builders will be screaming at the page by
now: ‘It’s the kick-start idler pinion… do you
know nothing? Aarrgghh!’

Well, the answer is, no I don’t know a great
deal about the insides of Yamahas and I
don’t pretend to know either. That way those
that do know will actually tell me. But, bear
with me, taking the side case off did indeed
show it was the idler pinion with a lot less
teeth on than it should have. There may also
be clutch teeth damage but that will have to
wait until the strip down to see.
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What do we need?
- Tank strap
- YEIS system
- Plastics
- Tail pipe
- New throttle
- Cables
- Tyres
- Tubes
- Crank Cases
- Fasteners

Brakes needed to be stripped
and cleaned as there was lots
of ‘America’ inside.

A welder friend saw this pic
and was less than impressed
by the finish.

Swinging arm is an alloy one
and may be anodised or not,
any information welcome.

Should the bike have YEIS?
This one looks as though it
never had it.

Forks are in remarkably good
condition, no pits, leaks or
sag. New gaiters will help.

Yes, it’s posed but the editor
was actually closely
inspecting the bike.
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At this point there was no real need to go
any further as the chances of firing the bike
up on the kickstart were nil and I don’t have
a roller to start it. I did take the opportunity
to free off the clutch plates and clean them
so now the gears select quite readily.
I was concerned that they were notchy, but

reading a few contemporary tests it seems
this was ever the case. Anyway, the list of
things to cure or solve is growing fast enough
and includes such things as cases to weld as
they’ve been repaired in the past when a
chain has left the sprockets, but the repair
was done by someone with even less idea
about welding than I have.
The frame too has some damage as clearly

at some time in it’s life the IT and whoever

was riding it have parted company at a
pace… As the list of repairs grows so does
the list of bits needed and advice wanted.

The first stage
It was obvious that the seat on the Yam was
past it’s best and this is the first part to
receive attention as I need our photographer
to come along and film the strip down. The
seat doesn’t need to be on for that though.
A complex plastic moulding, the seat base

also forms the shield for the top of the air
filter and has brackets bolted in to place, a
foam pad and a vinyl cover. This cover is
stapled to the base and these staples are
very rusty now and had to be eased off with
care. Even so I still managed to break some

in place and they are a nightmare to remove
when that happens.
With the cover off, and the foam on view

it seems to be okay but has a little
damage. The company who will repair the
seat for us is RK Leighton in Birmingham,
the classic scene knows them well but a
seat is a seat is a seat. It has a base,
foam and a cover so they are happy to do
the Yamaha one.
First chat with Andrew Leighton brought

about a few suggestions. So long as the
plastic base is okay, the foam isn’t a
problem, nor is the cover. He says: “What we
tend to tell people is if a seat foam is
available from a specialist supplier then get
it. We stock lots of British foams, or have the
moulds to make them and if there is no
option making a mould isn’t difficult but it will
always be dearer to do than to find a ready
made one.”
In our case Nick at Moto Duro has them in

stock but I wanted Leighton’s to inspect the
original to see if it was okay. The fasteners
and seat brackets are plated steel, cleaned
up with a wire wheel on a bench grinder but
will be plated when the big strip down is
done. For now this is the end of stage one.
There will be regular updates on our web
page and Facebook and hopefully the bike
will be out and about as soon as possible.

The list of things to cure or solve is
growing fast enough and includes
such things as cases to weld as
they’ve been repaired in the past
when a chain has left the sprockets

The engine does turn over but
investigating shows damage
in the kickstart pinion.

I don’t often abuse tools but I
acquired this 50p screwdriver
to remove staples.

Make sure all the staples are
out. Pliers help but it’s a
nuisance when staples break.

This seat is to be re-covered
as it won’t pass muster like
this – see our Facebook page.

All stripped, ready for
cleaning and then sending to
RK Leighton for re-covering.



We need…
… to know what the finish is on IT parts. It
looks like the steel bolts have a zinc plating?
Is this the case? What about the alloy? Is it
plain, or is it anodised? Oh and if anyone can
suggest a source of original style bolts for
this era of Yamaha then we’re all ears.
We also need one or two bits such as the

kickstart idler pinion, a set of crank cases in
case ours are too far gone for economic
repair, though to be fair Keith at Moto Link
near our office reckons to have a set of
cases. A twistgrip barrel would be good too.
Ours fell apart as it was being cleaned and
had to be duct taped up for Telford.

The IT history… briefly
The IT range was Yamaha’s first foray into
serious enduro rather than converting trail
bikes from the excellent DT range. Someone,
somewhere had the foresight to realise there
was a gap in the market and produced the
IT400C for serious enduro use.
The ‘IT’ – which legend has it stands for

‘International Trial’ – was a winner right out of
the crate and soon other capacities were
introduced. Unlike the DT range the IT
models were closely linked to the YZ
motocross bikes and in fact the IT465 was
pretty much the previous year’s YZ465 with
lights and a prop stand.

When introduced, the 465 was generally
regarded as the king of the IT range though it
was neither the longest lived model, being
produced for barely two seasons, nor the
biggest bike as the 490 came hot on its
wheel tracks.
However, in all the research we can find, all

the articles produced, there is a lot of
repetition of the following phrase ‘…the best
IT…’ or a variation of that. Before you start
yelling down the phone at me or ripping off
an angry email, this isn’t our claim, just our
take on what we’ve found and feel free to
discuss.

The plan
Our plan for this bike is slightly different from
the Can-Am we did a while back. This one
isn’t going to be the prize in a reader
competition so you won’t be able to get your
hands on it no matter how hard you try to
persuade us.
Rather it’s going to be a catalogue correct

restoration and used as a display bike for
shows which means we won’t be coming cap
in hand to as many people to try and blag a
bike for the stand so often…
A challenge has been set to have the bike

finished and immaculate for The Putoline
Classic Dirt Bike Show 2016. Along the way
the intent is to get it working, ride it in an

event or two, get it seen and get a few
features for the mag.
Will we do it? Yes, of course we will. Piece

of cake compared to the Can-Am we did a
while back.

Web forum
www.Yamahait.com.au
help from like minded people.

DK Motorcycles
dealers and the supplier of the bike
www.dkmotorcycles.com
Tel: 01782 406970

Motoduro
Enduro parts specialist
www.motoduro.co.uk
Tel: 01604 764763
info@motoduro.co.uk

Moto Link
Yamaha specialist
www.motolinkyamaha.weebly.com
motolinkyamaha@btconnect.com

Services and suppliers

Take pics or notes or make a
sketch. It doesn’t have to be a
Picasso, just show positions.

Ready for cleaning, seat
brackets bolt to the base.
Zinc plating’s the way forward.

A bit of work with the parts
washer and a wire wheel
cleans up steel parts.

It’s a bit seized. Turns out the
cable was full of dirt. It had to
be warmed up to free it.

Pre disc brake, this was the
best braking could be. It
works too.
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1. It’s a cover up

We’d no sooner announced the new CDB
Project Yamaha IT when we received an email
from Malcolm McDonald at Motokiwi in New
Zealand telling us about his replacement
ignition covers.

The Motokiwi ignition/stator covers are
made specifically for the vintage Yamaha YZ
and IT models and are machined out of 6061
aircraft grade aluminium.

There are a few advantages to these
covers over the standard ones, the main one
being that they’re available but they are also
stronger and more rigid than the originals.
This makes them better for sealing.

The covers come in three finishes:
(1) Premium Raw, (2) Bead Blasted and
(3) Hardcoat Anodized Black and they fit the
following models:
•1980-81 YZ 465 •1982-90 YZ 490
•1981-82 YZ 465 •1983-84 IT 490
•1980-81 YZ 250 / YZ 125
•1982-83 YZ 100 •1992 WR 500

Price: $99-$109
Email: motokiwi@cox.net
Web: www.MotoKiwi.com
Phone: 805-684-9594

2. Sitting pretty

It didn’t take much to work out that our IT465
would need some new bits and pieces such
as a seat cover, side panels, fork gaiters and
a load more besides but to get the ball rolling
we felt the seat could do with restoring.

The initial inspection showed the cover to
be beyond help, if the bike were historically
important then the cover could probably have
been saved but when Nick Scott at Motoduro
told us he had new covers in stock, well, the
answer was obvious. “Oh, by the way”, we
said, “do you have any gaiters, side panels
and fuel tap too?”

It seems there’s quite a lot in stock or
readily available at Motoduro for our IT – and a
lot of other models and marques too. The seat
cover came our way pretty quickly and equally
quickly it was rushed off to RK Leighton, along
with the seat base and foam, to be recovered.

The foam turned out to be okay, though
Motoduro has new seat foam too if it had
been past its best. Have a look at what they
can do for you.

Price: seat cover £36, side panels £49.95,
fork gators £16.95.
Email: info@motoduro.co.uk
Web: www.motoduro.co.uk
Phone: 01604 764763

3. Maximum impact

Now then, an impact driver is pretty much a
‘last resort’ tool where motorcycle
maintenance is concerned as generally heat,
persistence and good fitting spanners or
screwdrivers will free everything off. I’m sure
you all know that an impact driver converts a
blow from a hammer into a turning motion
that can either slacken or tighten something?

It’s a bit brutal whacking something with a
hammer but, there are times when a short
sharp shock will release a fastener or a
screw that is stuck, seized or frozen in place.
The trick is knowing when to reach for such a
tool. The impact driver here has been in the
editor’s tool kit for 30 or more years and
sees occasional use.

The original bits – two pozidrive and two
slotted – have long been discarded as they
were damaged and I despaired of finding
replacements until a chance mention to Sealey
Tools’ sales team brought the response ‘we do
them’. There is a large selection available and
price does depend on which ones you buy but
they aren’t horrendously expensive.

Price: from £25.95
Email: sales@sealey.co.uk
Web: www.sealey.co.uk
Phone: 01284 757500

Dirt products
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Your product could be here! Do you make, import or otherwise supply bits and pieces,
clothing or other things that the classic and vintage off-road riding community use?
If so then your product could be on these pages. Contact either Jane Farquharson
in advertising on 01507 529419 or Editor Tim Britton on 01507 529404.
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6. Feet first

How many of you readers used to race in ex
army or fire service boots? The army surplus
stores used to be full of such things and
many a budding off-roader went shopping
there for kit.
Boots, like the rest of the race wear have

come a long way since those days and these
Wulf Sport Superboots LA are a cracking bit
of racewear. Made from top grain leather
construction overall, there’s a suede heat
shield on the inside of the calves, the straps
are easily replaceable when worn – spares
are available – and for protection there is a
shin guard to deflect the stones thrown up by
the guy you’re about to lap and rear panel in
case the foot rest catches you. To protect
your toes when drifting in the berm there’s a
metal toe cap too.
Two colours are available – black or white –

and the sizes run from 39 to 48
Which sort of translates to UK sizes 5 to 12.

Price: RRP £99.95
Email: wulfstores2@yahoo.co.uk
Web: www.wulfsport.info
Phone: 01900 873456

5. Stay safe

In the good old days of pudding basin
helmets riders would dig out gloss paint and
customise their lids so they could be seen
out on the track. Things have advanced a
bit since those days and now it’s all about
the graphics.
One of the nicest competitively priced

helmets we’ve seen in a long time is the Wulf
Sport Advance MX helmet which is ACU Gold
Standard. It’s right up there with all sorts of
good features like a double D chin strap for
fastening security, a removable lining for easy
washing after an energetic race meeting and
the liner wicks away sweat during the race
anyway, keeping the rider cool and dry.
There are large air vents to further help the

rider’s head breathe and well, the damn thing
looks good too. There are a range of colours
including red, blue, orange, green and black,
sizes from XS to XXL so there will be one for
you out there.

Price: RRP £59.95
Email: wulfstores2@yahoo.co.uk
Web: www.wulfsport.info
Phone: 01900 873456

4. Hot stuff

Way back in the old days when everything
was made of cast iron heating things up
involved a blowtorch and gas cylinders. These
still have a place of course but modern
thinking involves an electrically operated heat
gun which while still very hot is a lot safer
than a blowtorch.
The one we have here is a Clarke

Contractor version which has a 2000w
output, two heat settings of 350ºC and
550ºC. It comes with an integral stand and a
range of accessory nozzles for things like
paint stripping and comes in a handy case to
keep everything safe. It isn’t difficult to
operate – the two settings are on a trigger
switch and clearly marked. Be aware though
the end does get hot… even though it
doesn’t look it.
This one was barely in the CDB workshop

when it was pressed into use to ease the
brake plate off the spindle of our project
bike’s rear wheel.
It had choked up with dirt from its last outing

goodness knows how many years ago and the
heat from the gun eased things just enough.

Price: £20.39
Web: www.machinemart.co.uk
Phone: 0115 956 5555

6. 5. 
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I t was oh so simple in the good old
days... trials bikes had rigid rear ends –
everyone knew if the back end moved
grip would be lost on the muddiest of

terrain. It was a theory postulated at the
highest levels in the industry.

Poor old Johnny Brittain at Royal Enfield
was pitied by his contemporaries for being
saddled with a sprung rear end on his trials
bike. Once a few other top riders tried rear
suspension the scene changed overnight.
These days the shock industry is very
competitive and there are all sorts out there.

On the editor’s BSA B40 are a pair of Rock
Shocks, all alloy units that were getting a bit
bouncy. Gary Fleckney, the top lad at Rock
Shocks, asked if I’d serviced the shocks, or bled
the air out of them? Actually, no, I hadn’t. Fetch
them down and we’ll go through them he said.

With one of the units held in a vice, Gary
quickly unscrewed the top collar, which

allowed the spring retainer to slip out and the
spring could then be lifted off. He took a
moment to work the shock up and down,
pointing out there was air in the body.

For the purpose of our feature Gary shows
how to bleed the shock – an owner service
task – though he is going to strip the unit and
replace the oil. As he works he explains the
more a unit is being used, or the longer the
events it’s used in, the more the servicing it
will require. This is true of any unit of course.

Gary adds all Rock Shocks are tunable
to rider needs, fully rebuildable and all
spare parts are available. Gary also
mentioned, as we were chatting about
bikes, he’d just completed some special
shocks that had to look like factory
versions but had his internals. He admitted
this was something he was happy to
discuss with an owner as anything was
possible, limited only by the cost.

Back end getting a bit bouncy? Maybe it’s time to
service those shocks.
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Technical
Feature

Suspension works hard during the course of
a trials, scramble or enduro – seals wear, oil
breaks down and air is sucked in. Luckily
these days the majority of suspension units
are serviceable.

Shock care
Care of suspension units is down to
keeping them clean and noting if the
damper rod is damaged or the rubber
bush has broken down. Before servicing
the shocks make sure the threads are
clean, if they aren’t, the collar will seize.

A shocking tale

Words & pics: Tim Britton

Why do it?

Difficulty:
Resources: For Rock Shocks – specialist tool,

Allen key, spanners to remove shocks, suspension

oil. Your shocks may be different, refer to supplier.

Services: Gary Fleckney at Rock Shocks Ltd

Supplier: Rock Shocks Ltd, The Manor House,

Cotton End Road, Wilstead, Bedfordshire MK45 3BT

United Kingdom Web: www.rockshocks.co.uk

Email: info@rockshocks.co.uk

Rock Shocks’ range, all lined
up on the service bench.



A typical pair of Rock Shocks, just removed from
the motorcycle and ready to be serviced. Make

sure the threads are clean before moving the adjuster.
1

An Allen screw lets the air out. Keep the shock at
45 degrees so the bleed hole is vertical. Don’t

worry if a small amount of oil escapes too.
4

All this lot fits inside the damper body and goes up
and down lots of times during an event though

Gary says wear on the body is unusual.
7

Oil content is a precise measurement and done by
depth rather than volume. The syringe and tube

are commercially available.
10

Things to be aware of in damper unit world are
that the damper rod is straight, clean and free

from pitting. Any of those three are bad for seal life.
2

Dismantling the unit requires a service tool. The
special gizmo to hold the unit isn’t in the Rock

Shocks range but could be easily fabricated.
5

Rock Shocks uses Bel-Ray fork oil in its units, though
any good quality suspension fluid would be okay.

Standard is 10w but heavier and lighter are options.
8

The dampers are suspended the right way up so
the air rises through the oil and can be bled off as

shown earlier. Once done, the shocks can be refitted.
11

Air inside a damper is not good, as it makes the
unit feel odd and it needs to be released somehow.

Rock Shocks has a simple method for bleeding the unit.
3

A small nut holds the shims in place and needs to
be reasonably tight or the damping won’t work

properly making the handling feel odd.
6

Damping holes must be clean and free from
obstruction to allow the oil to pass freely through

or damping problems will occur.
9

Just three of the shocks in the range. Standard
lengths are from 300-425mm. Specials can be

accommodated – talk to Gary about your requirements.
12



Change of tack

B elieve it or not, it isn’t quite as easy
as you may think, dashing-off a
1000 word column each issue. Not
because I’m ever stuck for

something to yack about but what, from all
the rubbish whizzing round in my head,
should I drag out and share? Memo to Tim –
more issues per year required...!
However, as Wrighty’s Show (even though it

isn’t any more!) at Telford is still a clear
memory, let’s go with that. What struck me
this year was how momentum has swung
away from Pre-65 motocross towards Pre-65
trials. Wherever you went there was a stand
purveying every trials part you could possibly
need – and some you don’t need but still
crave (Mmmm, CNC yokes!).
There were stands offering trials frames

and rolling chassis in every stage of build.
And they were doing plenty of business.
Wrighty himself was busy flogging his Bantam
frames, as was Alan Whitton with his latest
version. Hell, he even sold one to me –
although all I’ve done so far is sit in the shed
and look at it… planning which shiny piece of
bolt-on Bling to guiltily invest the
housekeeping in...
The source of all this interest is a

somewhat baffling one. It is the humble BSA
Bantam. We all know that back in the day
Bantam’s never figured. And yes I know all
about Dave Rowland in the Scottish… and
the legend that is Bonkey Bowers. But rare
exceptions apart the Bantam was a no-no.
Now, a whole new industry has sprung up

around the valiant little stroker, which was
originally blagged from DKW as a trophy of
war (Second World War) and various versions
of which willingly pop-pop-popped a million

lads and lasses to work through the 1950s
and 60s. To digress, the Billy Bantam was my
first (and very likely yours too) motorcycle, a
brand new D14/4 back in 1968 and bought
for me by my dear old dad for my 16th
birthday. Thanks to those wonderful Wico
Pacy electrics I pushed it home as often as I
rode it but I still loved that bike. Which
eventually went to fund a Bultaco…
Back to the present: Thanks to our

wonderful close-knit cottage industry you can
now build yourself a super competitive,
snappy looking, Billy Bantam trials iron using
nothing but the original crankcases.
Everything else, including tweaked Japanese
clutches, fancy plated ally barrels and new
centre-plug heads – at a price of course – is
virtually off the peg. You can even buy a
ready built model, from someone like the
ever helpful Jim Pickering of Drayton Bantam
fame, to a spec of your choice, from around
£6000. Chuck enough exotica at it and the
cost can be whatever you like of course – but
everything is out there for you to do just that.
This got me thinking (dangerous I know)

about the possibility of a brand new factory-
fresh British trials bike. The cost of building a
bike as a one-off is now not that far away
from the cost of a brand new modern trials
model. As the cost of series production is
vastly cheaper than single unit fabrication the
end cost could well be less than the
equivalent ‘modern’ machine.
About the only item not currently readily

available for our hypothetical production line
is a set of suitable crankcases but given the
latest CAD and CNC facilities this is nowhere
near the stumbling block it once was. Keep it
simple, air-cooled, twin-shock – even (whisper

it) linkless monoshock – drum brakes (or the
option of hydraulic discs) and I believe there
is a ready and waiting market out there.
The vast majority of riders can’t handle the

available power and performance of a
modern water-cooled machine. They are now
acknowledging this fact, hence the recent
interest in Pre-65 in general and “new”
British Twin-shocks in particular. I’m just
chasing this latest burst of interest down a
particular rut.
FINALLY, I’d just like to remember two great

off-road characters who sadly passed away in
February, Nick Nicholls and Lew Coffin.
Photographer Nick was a lovely man who
recorded for posterity many great moments in
motorcycle sport that we remain able to
recall and debate through his archive.
I have been lucky to spend time with Nick

over the years, in particular one memorable
sunny afternoon sitting high up on Loch Eilde
Path, snapping away at a Scottish Pre-65 Two
Day, capturing that fantastic view down Loch
Leven, with Nick telling stories of epic
Scottish Six Days of the 1950s and 60s.
And once in the paddock at Oliver’s Mount,

Scarborough, at a classic road race in the
1990s when he introduced me to Barry
Sheene, after Bazzer strolled over for a chat
with Nick as they were friends from way back.
Grass track legend Lew was simply a

fantastic character who exuded enthusiasm
and even in his late 80s was full of energy.
My favourite Lew story is that once, at one
dusty venue, some riders called a meeting,
wanting the event cancelled. When Lew was
canvassed for his opinion he issued a terse,
“There ain’t no dust at the front boys…”
RIP gents.

JOHN DICKINSON

All the bling and aftermarket bits on show at the
Putoline Classic Dirt Bike Show set the
Dickinson thought process into action...

Thanks to our wonderful close-knit
cottage industry you can now build
yourself a super competitive, snappy
looking, Billy Bantam trials iron using
nothing but the original crankcases.

John Dickinson

Who is John Dickinson?
John Dickinson has been in, on and around
the off-road scene for years. Trained as a
mechanic, he spent some time in the
motorcycle industry before finding his way
into journalism. Thanks to his editorship of
a certain weekly paper, he’s well known in
the world of trials, enduro and scrambles,
oh and he can ride a bit.
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T here was an air of sadness
surrounding this year’s season
opener, the Talmag trophy at the
end of January.

The classic trials community was left
reeling following the loss of its favourite son
in the form of local man and event specialist
Len Hutty jnr, who died from cancer at the
end of 2014.
Sadly the past multi winner would have

revelled in the dry but cold conditions at
the annual four-stroke only event on his
infamous red 410cc Matchless.
Unlike last year the conditions around

the Hungry Hill venue made for a relatively
easy challenge for some, with no fewer
than 20 riders finishing the day with a
clean sheet.

Inevitably though 2015 would see a new
name on the trophy, and after a closely
fought contest it would eventually be decided
by the final speed test. Even then, there was
less than two seconds separating the top
five riders.
The decision in the over 300cc rear

suspension category finally went the way of
Halstead man Matthew Skeat on his Ariel
HT5, as he narrowly edged out classic
scrambler Chris Collins by the tiniest of
margins – 0.2 seconds to be precise.
It is the second year in succession that the

unlucky Collins from Great Ellingham in
Norfolk should lose out at the death.
Third spot went to Graham Barton followed

by Ian Peberdy in fourth and Peter Gray
rounding out the top five.

In the under 300cc class, victory went to
Jason North on his Tiger Cub, again narrowly
edging out similarly mounted Graham Bayliss
by 0.2 of a second in the special test after
they both finished the day clean. Likewise
J Dismore, S Stalker and B Bishop all
finished the day clean, all losing out in the
special test.
Steve Scott clinched the honours in the

B class for over the 300cc machines with no
rear suspension. The local man from
Farnham dropped only a single mark on his
immaculate Triumph TRW, with second spot
going to Matchless-mounted Richard Talbot,
with five marks lost.
Nigel Townsend claimed victory in the

Clubman class, completing his day with a
clean sheet, as did second place man
P Casling, while Arthur Frearson took the
honours in the girder fork section having lost
three marks.
In the over 65s category, victory went to

Roy Enticknap on a BSA B40 who edged out
J Eckhart, J Foot and C Sadler – who also

2015 Talmag trophy trial
Hungry Hill, Aldershot

Words & Pics Nick Haskell

It’s impossible for a quarterly magazine to feature a load of up-to-the-minute sports
reports... but what we can do is provide a selection of events where we have had a
presence and give you a flavour of the fantastic sporting world of classic dirt bikes...

Chris Collins lost out by 0.2 of
a mark for the premier trophy.
Next year Chris...



maintained a clean sheet. However, there
was no little controversy in the sidecar class
after three time winners Lee Granby and
Rupert Kimber were excluded from the
awards despite losing the fewest marks, after
the duo missed the entry deadline.
A clearly disgruntled Granby, who left the

event believing he had won, said afterwards:
“I wouldn’t want to win like that, but if that’s
the rules then so be it. But they all know who
won the event.”
The honours in the end went to the local

duo of Paul Fishlock and Debbie Merrell who
finished the day three marks adrift of Granby
and Kimber and level on eight marks lost
with Ian Hannam and Deborah Smith. The
decision in the end going down to the number
of cleans after two crews again finished
equal on time in the special test.
Finally, and more fittingly, there was a

special award – The Len Hutty award – for the
best pre unit Matchless, which went to Matt
Mison who also finished the day clean. The
trophy kindly donated by Geoff Cornes.

And the winner is... Mathew
Skeet. A nice tidy style of
riding, well done.

Dales Classic man Henry
Gaunt, with J Waldron in the
chair, looking almost casual.

K Alexander hits a spot of
bother on his Panther. He
saved it though.

The Fishlock/Merrell
combination went well and
were eventual winners.

Lee Granby and Rupert
Kimber fell foul of entry
regulations.
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Smith’s Farm at Withcall near Cadwell
Park in Lincolnshire is the traditional
opening venue for the Classic Dirt
Bike and Rock Oil-backed Northern

British Bike Pre65 Trials Championship...
and there was a massive turn-out for this
popular trial.

It was with some trepidation the 120
strong entry prepared for the off in the farm
yard, trepidation because the weather
forecast was not brilliant.

However, all trials riders have an inbuilt
ability to ignore the weather forecasts and
ride anyway. This year though they’d perhaps
have been better advised to take heed of the
reports as the rain did come down… a lot.

Just in case you’re new to Classic Dirt Bike
and the trials series we back, it is for pre 65
bikes in all their shapes and forms. There’s
even a specials class to cover those that
aren’t strictly pre 65 but still come under the

‘classic’ heading. In any of the rounds, which
now number seven in total, there will be two
main classes which are Clubman and Expert
and these will be subdivided into Tele
Fork/rigid, Pre-unit, Vintage Two-Stroke, Unit
construction and Specials.

Additionally all of the courses are of one
lap and about 25 miles in length, include
roadwork and are of no-stop rules. Basically
a good old fashioned type of trial that
reminds us of what it was like in the old
days… except Barbour gear and fireman’s
boots aren’t quite compulsory.

Over the past few years this trial has
enjoyed the full range of weather and even
had to be postponed one year because the
access road to the start was level with snow.
This shows just how varied the English
weather can be. Last year, of course, was dry
and relatively simple going but this year, well,
it did rain... and for those riders more used

to rocky going the slippery Lincolnshire mud
proved interesting.

It was most certainly a day to be at the
head of the entry if at all possible... but
‘tough’, as with 120 riders that was only
going to be for the lucky few. The CDB editor,
along with riding buddy Ossy Byers – the
organiser of the newest round in the series in
the Durham Dales – tried to keep moving,
avoid any hold-ups and make the best of the
deteriorating conditions.

An example of which was a few hundred
yards from the start, where section one was
comparatively easy for the early riders but
took a lot of marks later on. This makes Eric
McMeekin’s successful attempt of the hard
route when being almost last man all the
more remarkable, even given he’s a top rider.

Though we didn’t actually see the ride,
we’re told he rode his Drayton Bantam up
through the trees, along the muddy path and
flicked up the last few yards as if they were
Tarmac’d.

There were equally heroic rides further
round as just after the compulsory tea stop
at Biscathorpe Pit – where tea, coffee and
a section of cold drinks, buns and cake

Northern British Bike Series – round 1
Smith’s Farm, Withcall, Lincolnshire. March 29, 2015

Words Tim Britton Pics Fiona Watson

Welshman Russ Jones makes
a wave or two in the middle
group at Biscathorpe.



were dispensed with donations going to
St Andrew’s Hospice near Louth – in the
first group one section was defeating
the entry.
We saw rider after rider slither to a halt

or, if they were unlucky, arrive in a heap and
then career down the bank. We almost
missed one lad who, with little or no fuss,
rode up through the section, feet-up. Sorry,
we didn’t catch your number but well done!
The NBBC always attracts interesting

machines but how about a watercooled twin?
Yes, Scott was making watercooled two-
strokes long before the modern incarnation
picked up the idea for trials.
Andy Abraham seems to delight in picking

oddball machines so it was little surprise to
find he was the rider of this 600cc twin and
making it perform very well indeed until he
managed to wipe his spring link off while full
bore in a muddy slot, which brought his
attempt to a halt pretty pronto.
And that was pretty much it for round one

of the series. As we were writing this no
results were out but check the series website
www.northernbritishbikechampionship.co.uk
where they should be by now.

Bob Moore getting crossed
up... did he land in the water?
No, but it was a close thing.

Alistair Jjackson cautiously
rides his Matchless along a
narrow ledge.

Tim Hartshorne concentrates
on the path ahead as he
drops into the water.

Andrew Black, one of the
Geordie contingent, looking
good here.

Bob Baker guides his Cub out
of the slime at Biscathorpe
Quarry.
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T wo-day events are becoming very
popular these days, as the whole
concept of having a bit of a social
get together too is a great idea,

especially when a lot of the entry have
travelled a few miles.
Just such an occasion is the annual Hot

Trod weekend in Northumberland. Like the
rest of the vintage enduro scene, Hot Trod is
a friendly sort of event but competitive
nonetheless.
What sort of bikes are eligible for Vinduro?

Well, it’s an inclusive sort of event so
anything 25 years old or more… riders can
be, and often are, much older.
So if you’ve entered the Hot Trod in

Northumberland, what sort of terrain are you
going to encounter? Well, quite a varied
course is awaiting you out there – from

open moorland, to dark forest, then muddy
slots and fire trails plus a gloriously fast
field section where flat out is the name of
the game.
There’s much more to a vintage enduro like

Hot Trod than just going WFO – er… ‘wide flat
out’ in case you didn’t know – as this is a
time card enduro and there’s a set time to do
each of the laps plus a break period after
each lap just to show this isn’t a race.
Generally Sportsman Class has three laps,

Clubman four and Expert five, with an
adjustment in times depending on the class.
There is a timed section too, which can have
a bearing on the overall result, depending on
the time you put up.
This ‘special test’ can be as simple as a

marked section to be completed as fast as
possible or a spiral where a rider has to

negotiate an ever decreasing series of turns
until the centre of the spiral is reached and
then continue outwards in ever increasing
circles until the course is re-joined.
However, before all that on day one – or as

it’s generally know ‘Saturday’ – there has for
a couple of years been a Hare and Hounds to
get everyone in the mood for the main event.
Though it’s the opener it doesn’t mean it’s any
less serious than the enduro and sometimes
riders get the bit between their teeth.
Okay, Hare and Hounds… a simple matter

of squeeze as many laps of a set course into
an hour as possible, take an hour to recover
then do another hour’s worth of riding to see
how many laps you can manage.
Add the two totals together and the winner

is the one who’s completed the most laps.
The rules are you can start a lap as long as
you’re still in the hour… which may be as
little as a minute, but as long as the time
keeper says go then off you go, even if your
body screams you shouldn’t.
Fancy getting involved? Checkout out the

website at www.vindurouk.com

Motul Oil Hot Trod Two Day Vintage Enduro
September 20-21, 2015. Chatton, Northumberland

Words Tim Britton Pics Fiona Watson

From left Mike Ernst, Mike
Robertson and Brian Gillies
at the start of the enduro.

When the bog is this deep,
commitment is the only way.
As Anthony Copeland shows.

Let’s get the Husky dirty, eh.
We couldn’t spot the rider
number...

Maico rider Mike Roberstson
casts a glance to our camera
at the Hare and Hounds..
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E ven Jersey residents will admit their
island isn’t the biggest place in the
world, but every year the Jersey
Classic and Modern Trials club hosts

a superb two-day trial with an incredible
variation in terrain.

Okay, some facts: The island of Jersey is
just 14 miles from the French coast and
measures nine miles by five miles, giving 45
square miles of land mass. So, how on earth
do they manage to run a two-day trial on such
a small space? The answer is, very well! And
for 2015 they attracted 130 riders on modern
and classic machines.

With riding ability ranging from multi British
trials champion Steve Saunders and Ross
Danby – currently a top rider in the UK
championship, to Sportsman riders out for an
enjoyable weekend, the organisers had to
sort out a course for everyone.

In this, despite the limitations imposed by
the island’s size, they managed very well with
a course including traditional rocky streams,
moorland, muddy banks and some superb
rockery on the beach.

There was a two centre start – day one up
at the top of the island near Trinity with four
groups of sections totalling 15 and tackled
three times, while Sunday’s route started at
the Granite Products site near St Peter and
also had 15 sections tackled three times but
spread among six groups.

Like most two-day events the Jersey Trial is
a social occasion as well as a sporting one
and the club hosts a superb dinner on
Saturday evening as well as the prize giving
ceremony on Sunday after the trial.

In fact the whole atmosphere surrounding
the trial is one of friendliness and it also
attracts a large number of foreign riders –

there were a considerable number of French
and German riders. As well as a variety of
riders there’s a variety of machinery too
including Germany’s Michael Ernst on a
superb 320 Majesty Yamaha which we will be
featuring soon in CDB.

Slightly odder was Jason Ruddick’s 200cc
Honda Twin based on a CM200… yes, really!
Also on a Honda was former Honda factory
rider Steve Saunders. Unlike Jason’s bike
this was a proper trials bike from the outset
and similar to the sort of machine Steve rode
in his factory days. Saunders proved he has
lost none of his ability by taking top spot in
the Twinshock Premier class.

Top man in the pre-65 scene was organiser
of the event Graham du Feu, who lost seven
marks each day to beat second place man
Mark Stokes by a big margin. One of the
unluckiest man of the weekend has to be Alan
Brown, out on a superb Tiger Cub for the first
time – he’s normally a two-stroke rider – but for
some reason the bike hit troubles leaving the
lad with no option but retire. A great shame as
when the Cub was on song he was riding well.

Jersey Two-Day Trial, easyish to get to, a
great welcome and a good weekend. Visit
www.jerseytrials.com

Jersey International Classic
and Modern Two-Day Trial
March 7-8, 2015. States of Jersey, Channel Islands. Sponsored by Jersey Evening Post

Words Tim Britton Pics Fiona Watson

Wayne Le Marquand on a
Triumph for 2015, the top
MXer usually rides AMC.

Steve Saunders has a
championship or two to his
name, this is why.

Pre start riders talk. An
important part of any trial.

Mike Ernst was out on this
stunning Majesty, look out for
a feature.
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H ow long is a weekend? In fact what
actually is a ‘weekend’? Does it
mean the two days Saturday and
Sunday? Surely one of them is a

week beginning? That’s an awful lot of
questions for the opening of this little piece,
and to be honest I doubt if anyone riding the
Nostalgia Weekend’s events thought about
anything like that as they were too busy
enjoying themselves in either the trial or the
scramble... or even both.

Though nominally the weekend consists of
two days in the case of the ‘Nostalgia
Weekend’ it has a few associated events that
happen in the two or three days before. There
are classic rideouts, ISDT runs and the best
in classic and twinshock off-road racing and
trials riding to tempt you as a rider of
spectator.

The 2014 event, as with so many such
gatherings, was tinged with sadness as the
late Dave Bickers was expected to be the
guest of honour. The club ran the scramble in

honour of Bickers and BBC Grandstand
Trophy winner 1967/68 Alan Clough agreed
to take over Dave Bickers’ role in the
proceedings.

Friday morning dawned cold but bright and
the Hayes Garden Centre in Ambleside
thronged with classic and vintage machinery
as the 2014 Nostalgia ISDT run commenced.

Most readers will know that the very first
International Six Days Trial started in
Ambleside in 1913 and the modern run is a
celebration of this momentous event, and
even though the route of 1913 is now mostly
Tarmac it still provides a bit of a test for
bikes especially Hardknott and Wrynose
passes.

More than 100 riders on a mixture of bikes
from rigid classics to trick twinshocks tackled
the two laps of 10 sections around the land
at Holme Farm. The course was just about
right and provided a good test of riding for
the majority of the entry.

Riders were split to ease queueing

problems with an enclosed course and, in an
attempt to speed up the results process,
punchcards were used for the first time. This
meant the results were on hand at the finish,
or a few moments after at least, when Alan
Clough was on hand to present the awards.

If the trial was run in reasonable weather
then the scramble could only be described as
muddy… yes, the August rain came down and
turned the field into a quagmire, the track
into a mudhole and the riders into
mudmonsters!

Still the sport went on and the beauty of
the track was apparent to all brave
spectators as virtually all of the action could
be seen from almost the whole track side.
The whole meeting, despite the weather, was
pretty slickly organised and things kept
moving from the 8.30am tech spec, to 10am
practise sessions then 11am racing with
29 races to complete for bikes ranging from
pre-60s to pre-78s.

There was, in memory of Dave Bickers, a
CZ only race too. Having raced – or more
correctly gone round at the back and kept out
of the way – at this circuit before, the editor
of CDB implores the weather gods to smile
on this meeting in 2015! Entry forms are out
now and www.cumbriaclassic.co.uk will get
them for you.

Cumbria Classic MCC Ltd’s Nostalgia Weekend
August 16-17, 2014. Holme Farm, near Sedbergh, Cumbria.
Backed by MGD, Wulfsport and Coniston Brewery

Words Tim Britton Pics Fiona Watson

It was wet... nuff said! (er...
sorry... we mean it rained and
the track became muddy.

A big dab from rigid AJS rider
Andrew Collins was enough to
see him through the section.

Ingenuity is the trade mark of
a classic owner, spark plug
threads strip? Improvise.

A right old scramble! The
first turn in one of the
twinshock events.



a brilliant idea

i n 1975 I looked forward to competing in
the ISDT on the Isle of Man with the
Can Am I had been developing for
Bombardier for three years. We used

Rotax’s disc-valved two-stroke engines
manufactured in Austria in a factory wholly
owned by Bombardier. The characteristics of
the engines were similar to a four-stroke but
much faster and lighter and produced torque
low down and on throughout the rev range.

We had begun with 125 and 175cc
machines but now had a 250 on which I won
the Quebec Enduro Championship and was
keen to use in the six days. It’s amazing
really that I could win an enduro because it
requires reading and following a route sheet
and somehow keep to a specific speed
schedule. I only knew how to go fast, not how
to creep along at a pace which would keep
me exactly on time at any point on the
course. However, in Quebec I won a series of
events, they were all tough, requiring from
time to time that a rider and his machine
levitate across huge areas of mud and bog in
between rocks and trees. Being ahead of
time meant that when you came out at the
other end of the trail you would be more on
time than the unfortunates who started out
across the morass exactly on schedule.

So, I was looking forward to the Six Days
on Mona’s Isle as the previous events on the
Island had apparently been fearsomely
difficult. Besides I wanted to show my North
American friends my performance at the
1973 ISDT in New England had been an
aberration. I had been on gold until midday
Wednesday when I managed to propel myself
down to a bronze standard.

During my preparation I felt I had solved

the problem of front wheel punctures by
having a tube cut and vulcanised so that it
was one long sausage. I had practised
changing this tube and it worked quicker than
the conventional method. I had turned one
side of the alloy rim down to make it easier
to flip a tyre off and back on again while the
wheel remained in the bicycle. With the
sausage tube it was simple to push it into
the tyre after cutting the damaged tube in
half and pulling it out. All this was achieved
by laying the machine on its side. I could
change a front wheel flat in two minutes. The
rear wheel still had to be removed from the
machine to replace the tube as usual.

During the trial I was riding in a wooded
area and was delighted to find I had a flat
front tyre. So, I found a little glade while the
rest of the trial pushed on passed me, laid
down the bike, popped off the tyre, cut out
the tube, put in my ‘sausage’, remounted the
tyre and used my compressed air bottle.
Hardly any competitors had passed and I was
ready to go. Unfortunately I had forgotten to
turn the petrol off. When you lay a motorcycle
on its side it will flood the carburettor, which
can flood a two-stroke engine.

My machine was horribly flooded and would
not start. I began to panic, sweat was
running from my helmet while time and other
competitors were moving on. I changed the
plug, still no-go then realised that the
crankcase might be full so pulled out the
crankcase plug, a stream of fuel ran; kicked
the engine over – more fuel ran out. Kick,
kick until it was only a mist. Put the bung
back, new plug, kick… still no-go. If only I
could push it in gear it would start but I was
trapped by the terrain. It was lumpy and

broken ground, bad for bump starting.
I took off my helmet and jacket and began

ineffectively pushing it along the track. I was
near the point of exhaustion but getting the
occasional bang which kept me going.
Suddenly out of the woods came a troop of
Scouts who, keen on doing their good deed
for the day, agreed to push the bike along
with me sitting on it. Within a hundred yards
or so the engine burst into life, I retrieved my
helmet and jacket and was down the trail as
fast as a 125 could take me, cheered on by
the Scouts. At the next check it was clear I
had slipped to bronze standard; so much for
my “brilliant idea”.

The Isle of Man is a magical place for
ordinary mortals and motorcyclists provided
you make your peace with the fairies as you
cross the Fairy Bridge. Things will go well and
they did. The 1975 Manx Six Days was not
like a Quebec Enduro, there was beautiful
weather and very little mud. My machine gave
me no trouble and I raced around the Island
and brought home a gold.

Some people had difficulty in meeting the
noise requirements and used extreme
measures to quieten down their machines.
The Pentons wrapped woven asbestos tape
around the exhaust system. It did a wonderful
job of quieting the engine down.

My ride in 1975 was so uneventful that all
recall of it has slipped into the mists of time,
except just after the start on Monday I came
round a corner to find Tom Penton doing a war
dance around his blazing machine after a split
tank had soaked the asbestos muffling in
petrol which was now burning merrily. Later
Penton confided that he had thought the tape
a “brilliant idea”.

Smith taleS

Not every brilliant idea actually works out as
well as the theory behind it suggests,
sometimes outside factors scupper the job,
but at least lessons are learned.

My machine was horribly flooded
and would not start. I began to panic,
sweat was running from my helmet
while time and other competitors
were moving on.

Jeff Smith

Who is Jeff Smith?
Lancastrian by birth, BSA and Can-Am by
definition, North American by a chance of
fate. In the 70s he was Can-Am’s
development rider, in the 60s he was
Britain’s first world MX champ, in the 50s
he’d won the SSDT. Add in the odd ISDT
Gold Medal, raconteur and after dinner
speaker – that’s Jeff Smith.
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The Putoline
Classic Dirt Bike Show
‘Wrighty’s’ and the biggest classic gathering of the
off-road world joins Mortons; were you there?

I t’s hardly been a secret but just in case
you didn’t know, Telford Show, or
Wrighty’s or the Putoline Classic and
Twinshock off-road and racing show has

a slightly shorter new name – The Putoline
Classic Dirt Bike Show – and is now part of
the Mortons Classic Shows group.
So, what’s changed apart from the name?

Nothing, it’s still the same top gathering of all
that’s best in the twinshock, classic and evo
in solo and sidecar off-road sport, it’s still the
same social gathering for the off-road scene.
In fact it could easily be described as a
social gathering where business happens.
Yes, business, anything you needed for

your comp bike could be found at the show…
literally everything. On top of that, with the
best displays of bikes from trials to speedway
to MX or scrambling, if you’re of that age, to

enduro and even a road racer or two, there
were one or two special guests on hand too.
Our stage area was a hive of activity with

guests being interviewed and presentations
taking place throughout the weekend. We’d
hoped to have Martin Lampkin as star guest
to celebrate the 40th anniversary of his
winning the first official world trials
championship but unfortunately Mart had to
cancel at the last minute.
We did however have his actual

championship winning Bultaco, owned by the
Comerford family who were the importers for
the marque during Lampkin’s time. We also
had a selection of other UK riders on stage
who were on the championship trail in 1975,
including Alan Lampkin, Martin’s brother, who
was riding support for Martin. With Sammy
Miller, Alan Lampkin, Mick Andrews, Nigel

Birkett and John Lampkin all giving their view
on the scene at that time, the interview
session was entertaining.
Also entertaining was Graham Noyce, world

MX 500 champion in 1979, when talking
about his rise from the 1970s schoolboy
scene to world champion in what seemed a
very short time. The Hampshire lad gave an
insight into life as a top MX racer on the
world championship trail… it seemed to
involve a lot of aeroplane travel.
Graham was also pleased to see the

factory Honda he raced in the championship
and for some years after it as Honda
presented him with it. He was very
complimentary about the restoration Clive
Bussey had completed.
Another guest whose life seemed to

involve a lot of travel was Julian Wigg, who
was along at the show to fire up his late
brother Simon’s Dula Godden which carried
him to the world long track championship in
1985. Once Simon crossed the line to lift the
title, the bike was parked up and not run at
all. Julian told us the bike was specially built

Finished literally on the eve of the show, Graham Noyce’s world
championship winning Honda from 1979. Its owner, Clive
Busey, has completed an exacting job on the restoration.



Graham Noyce became the first UK rider to lift the
world 500cc MX title – in 1979 – since Jeff Smith won
in 1965. Graham was a popular stage guest
throughout the weekend.

The reigning champion’s motorcycle. Chris Chell is currently top of the heap in
our Classic British Scrambles series. His Mick Bowers-built B50 is being
prepped for the coming season and Chris is the lad with it all to do in 2015.

Bultaco was flying high in 1975 when Martin Lampkin took the very first trials world championship title for the
Spanish firm. The company’s team were already the reigning European champions thanks to Malcolm Rathmell
then, when the FIM confirmed the hitherto European series (with a North American round!) would be a bona fide
world title, they naturally wanted to win it. They developed this Bultaco for Martin Lampkin and the rest of the
team and the rest is history… oh and documented in last issue of CDB. Sammy Miller talks trials…

Opening speaker at the Saturday dinner was ‘Mr
Wulfsport’ Bill Brown; his reminiscences of a lifetime
around motorcycles and motorcycle sport set the
standard for the evening.

Our prizewinners take to the stage with guest of honour Mick Grant, from the
left: Paul Muller – Best Speedway Machine; Mick Grant – guest; Paul from
Putoline – our sponsors; John May – Best Trials Bike; Heid Cockerton – Best ISDT
machine; Glenn Whittock – Best MX and Steve Linsdell – Best Road Racer.
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for the championship and was designed to
only be used for that series. He completed a
sympathetic restoration and left the bike as it
would have been at the end of its last race.

The show isn’t just about guests though,
as there are displays of bikes from all eras,
even our IT465 Yamaha was on the Mortons
stand in all its battered glory to behold.

To celebrate the glorious decade when the
Olympics of motorcycling – the ISDT – came
to the Isle of Man for three years, we had a
selection of machines in a small display
which included a genuine 1965 Suzuki, a
British team Jawa from 1975 and a Cheney
Triumph from 1971’s event.

Other displays of bikes included Paul
Muller’s All Star Speedway collection and on
the Kendall Classic MCC stand a vast array
of CCMs and… well tell you what, take a look
at the pics we’ve selected, tell us what we’ve
missed, send us yours for the letters page…
and we’ll see you at Telford in 2016.

It seems a long time ago now but here are the
class winners from the 2014 Northern British
Bike Series; the 2015 contest is under way.

Our popular Northern British Bike Trials series doesn’t happen on
its own… no sir… the Poachers Pre 65 club put a lot of effort in
to make it happen. Doing stand duty at Telford were Mike
Gallagher, Mark Francis, Errol Gowshall, Mick Dawson and,
kneeling, Graham Dawson.

Dave Younghusband combined a professional
motorcycling life of speedway and trials,
latterly as a Comerfords-backed Bultaco rider.
The bug bit again when a Bultaco appeared
in his workshop courtesy of his son Gary.

Older readers will remember Robin Humphries
who made REH forks in the 1960s. When CDB
caught up with Robin, he told us his entry into
fork production came about because he was
dissatisfied with the competition forks available
in those days. Well, the news is REH is back,
with new owners Armac Design, and forks can
be ordered from there.



One of the ‘new for 2014’ series was the Kia Cars twinshock
and air-cooled mono devised by Alan Wright, Gerry Minshall and
Peter Salt. Their first presentation took place at Telford.

Ah yes, this will be the
Greeves Owners stand.

Fired up for the first time in 30 years at the show, Simon Wigg’s world long track
championship winning Dula Godden. Simon’s brother Julian has completed a
sympathetic rebuild of his late brother’s machine and it sounds great.

The Old Codgers MCC helps at a
few of our shows and has access
to a selection of tasty dirt bikes.

Father and son with their bikes. Gary
Younghusband had to listen to tales
about Bultacos and how good they
were when his dad David was riding
them so he bought one to find out
the truth… Proof that trials riding
runs in the family comes via Gary’s
lad Joe who was there with his TY80.
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Legendary journalist Ralph
Venables, in his weekly column in
the Green Un in 1958, sang the
praises of five young West Country

men who he predicted were stars of the future.
One of these was Graham Wiggins; a then
18-year-old from West Wiltshire who, in a
12-year racing career, would twice win the hotly
contested 250cc Wessex centre
championships on a Greeves, and later have
two highly successful seasons aboard a works
Dot.

Now retired, after more than 40 years as a
driving instructor, Graham still lives with his
wife Mary just a stone’s throw from where his
racing career started back in 1956. But, as
he recalled, scrambling was not his first
love...
“My dad always had bikes and during his

time in the military – he signed on underage
to join the tank corps – he took part in races
around the camp on his Army issue M20;
many of these were against the likes of Fred
Rist and Jack Bakewell. But when the war

was over times were hard and with a wife and
young family to support he never got to race
competitively on the Tarmac.
“As a young teenager my ambition was to

own and race a 350cc Manx Norton, but on
reaching 16 I had to content myself with a
year-old James Cotswold scrambler which –
fitted out with ‘bobby dodger’ lights and a
silencer – carried me to work as an
apprentice engineer.
“There were several scrambles courses

close to our home at Westwood, near
Trowbridge. At dad’s prompting, I entered my
first race at Charterhouse in the summer of
1956. I rode the James to the meeting where
I stripped it of its lights and silencer in
readiness for my first outing on a proper
scrambles track. I was very green and the
197cc James was incredibly slow; I fell off
quite a few times – every lap in the same
place – and when the finishing flag dropped I
was second to last with only Roy Hancock on
a 125cc Bantam behind me.
“Later that year I also raced at Farleigh

Castle and at Higher Wick Farm at
Glastonbury, where the bike was badly
damaged after a heavy spill and it was taken

Graham Wiggins
– the story of number four
Andy Westlake tells the tale of a young lad who was
always at the sharp end of the results in scrambling.

Words Andy Westlake Pics Graham Wiggins archive

Journalist Ralph Venables sang
the praises of young Wiggins.



Thanks to the new bike, I started to
climb through the ranks and in 10
weeks I was upgraded from novice,
through the intermediates, to expert

Graham Wiggins

back to my home in a fellow competitor’s van.
“In an attempt to get a bit more

performance out of the Villiers engine I
skimmed the head, fitted it with a TT carb
and ran it on methanol for the start of the
’57 season, which meant at least I could at
last keep up with the opposition. The
downside was that the big ends didn’t take
too kindly to the extra power and halfway
through the year it finally blew up in a big way
and I replaced it with a Triumph Tiger 70.
“By now I was transporting the bike to

meetings on a float sidecar attached to a
16H Norton, but in the cut and thrust of
racing the Tiger 70 regularly bent its valves,
and I became quite adept at straightening
them with a hammer.”
The raw talent of the young Wiggins was

there for all to see, but it was obvious that if
he was to fulfil his potential he needed a
more competitive machine. Armed with this,
his first win came later in the summer of
1957; he takes up the story again...
“My parents were always very supportive

and thanks to them I got a new 197cc
Greeves which dad ran in before allowing me
to race it for the first time at an XHG Tigers

meeting in Dorset. I was amazed by the way
it performed and handled and could hardly
believe it when I ran out easy winner of the
novice final and later the same day I also won
the 250cc race.
“Thanks to the new bike, I started to climb

through the ranks and in 10 weeks – in which
I won seven races and was second in 11
others – I was upgraded from novice, through
the intermediates, to expert status, which
meant that the following year I qualified for
my national licence. The fans were very
enthusiastic and there was one old couple – I
nicknamed them gran and grandad – who
used to follow me to meetings far and wide

on their LE Velocette. They used to cheer me
on, but my everlasting memory is the look on
their faces when I crashed through the ropes
right in front of them on the Greeves at
Street Hill in Somerset and squat their
Thermos flask flat with the front wheel.”
The established quarter-litre stars were

soon taking notice of the hard-riding
youngster from Wiltshire, who was by now
also campaigning a very quick 350cc Gold
Star alongside the Greeves two-stroke.
“I was keen to try a big four-

stroke so my dad contacted Fred
Rist at BSA, who supplied me with
a 350cc Goldie running on dope.

Getting in front of a Rickman
is no mean feat.

Wiggins did well on
Greeves machinery.

A lightly modified
duplex pre-unit
Triumph provided
more perormance.
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After racing small-capacity bikes
the Goldie felt like an elephant – I
was only just 10 stone – but it was
incredibly quick and despite giving

away 150cc it flew past Roy King’s bigger
Goldie at Glastonbury like he was stopped.
I had some good wins on it but later that
season the con rod snapped at Bulbarrow Hill
and the engine was written off. I replaced it
with DBD 500, but it was a heavy old bike
and in a crash at Bishops Waltham I broke a
collarbone and later on I suffered a broken
wrist when it got out of control and I was
pitched over the bars at a meeting in Devon.”
Despite the occasional visit to the medics

tent, Graham continued to race the big Goldie
but it was on the 250cc two-strokes he was
at his best; down in New Milton his
burgeoning talent had not gone unnoticed.
He takes up the story again...
“In early 1961 I was at a Yeo Vale meeting

when, between races, I was approached by
Harold Wakefield, who asked me what I
thought was the best 250cc machine that
year. I replied, the new Greeves MDS, but
thought nothing more of our conversation.
A couple of weeks later my dad received a
phone call from Mr Wakefield who told him

that he wanted to sponsor me and if I’d like
to drive down to New Milton there were two
new bikes and a pick-up waiting for me.
“In his quiet unassuming way, Mr Wakefield

was a terrific sponsor. He not only supplied
me with the latest and best machines and a
pick-up, if I did particularly well at an
important meeting he would pass me an
envelope with a cheque which was often four
or five times what I was getting in my job at
the local engineering shop. That said, my
workplace – which manufactured hydraulic
undercarriages for the aircraft industry – was
a handy one for fabricating parts for the bike
and the management turned a blind eye to
Greeves parts which occasionally turned up
in the chroming bath.

“For the next two seasons I raced the
bikes in all of the British championship
events and had some good rides, but I think
my biggest disappointment was in the 250cc
Experts GN. I managed to grab the lead but,
with only a couple of laps to go, I had to pull
out when the rear tyre punctured. I also raced
in every round of the Wessex championships
and against some top class opposition in the
form of Badger Goss, the Sharp brothers, Joe
Johnson and Ken Messenger – I won the
250cc title two years on the trot.”
By now the BSA Gold Star had been

long-since pensioned off and Graham
concentrated his efforts on the 250s, but
along the way he also found time to help
build and occasionally race a one-off special

Work was handy for fabricating parts
and the management turned a blind
eye to Greeves parts occasionally
turning up in the chroming bath

Graham Wiggins



carrying the name of Vallis on its petrol tank.
“Nobby’ Clark had opened a branch of

Weymouth Motorcycles in Frome and as he
always had lots of spare engines and frames
hanging about in the workshop he and I
decided to build a unit construction Triumph
twin engine into a lightweight Cotton frame
with a pair of Norton forks. We named it a
Vallis, after the street where the shop was
located; although it went pretty well, and I
managed to win an unlimited final on it at
Shepton Mallet, I didn’t like the way it
handled. It was obvious that it wasn’t going
to challenge the Rickman brothers’ new
Metisse, which had just been launched.”

Impressed by the poise and style he’d
shown on the Greeves, the Wiltshire-based
star was soon being courted by Dot, and,
after an impressive debut ride at Petersfield,
he was signed as a factory rider for the ’63
season.

“I had no idea that Dot had been watching
me; the first contact I received was from
Bernard Scott-Wade, who was keen to
promote their bikes in the South
West. He asked if I would be
interested in trying out their new
bike in the next national meeting

A good line-up and Wiggins
with the race face on...

Dot mounted was the best
time for Graham.

The world experimented with
colour for Graham Wiggins’
Greeves era.

Flying high on a Goldie... and
looking like he’s anticipating
the landing.
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at Petersfield for the Sunbeam Point to Point;
naturally I said yes please.
“It was the first time I’d ridden one, but I

was really impressed by the way it steered
and handled. Although it didn’t quite have the
top speed of the Greeves it was easier to
slide through wet corners and when the
chequered flag dropped I was delighted to
have finished third in the 250cc race.
“My next outing on the works Dot was at

the 250cc Experts GN where I finished fourth
on the back-up machine after the number one
bike stripped the gearbox in practice. As I
soon discovered, this was a common
occurrence when landing from a big jump in
second gear and I quickly became adept at
changing the pinion between practice, a heat
and the race.
“Mr Scott-Wade was very enthusiastic, but

the competition shop was run on a
shoestring budget. Although they supplied me
with a factory bike, which occasionally went
back to the works where Pat Lamper would
rebuild it before a big race, I was left very
much to my own devices to keep it up and
running. Every so often a new exhaust and
expansion chamber would turn up in the post
and I would have to report back on how it

performed. It wasn’t until they changed the
standard Villiers bottom end for a much
stronger Alpha unit and fitted it with an
electronic ignition that the hard-stretched
34A engine became more reliable.”
During the two seasons he raced the works

Dot, the name of Wiggins would regularly
appear in the results at all of the important
250cc national meetings. But a couple of nasty
spills and some broken bones meant that the
continental fans never got to see him in action.
“I got an entry for a meeting in Holland, but

had to pull out when I broke my wrist. Some
months later, when I had another ride lined
up there, I broke the same wrist again and
decided to give up on the idea.
“Now I was a works rider, organisers of

events in the UK were keen to have me along;
for meetings in Devon and Cornwall I would get
paid a modest amount to cover my petrol and
travelling expenses and a bed and breakfast
for the night, but sadly the writing was on the
wall for Dot. Thundersley had released their
new Challenger, which left our bikes for dead,
so at the end of the ’64 season I made the
decision to buy my own Greeves. It was perfect
timing, as I’d just qualified to be a driving
instructor, which meant I didn’t have the time

to travel all around the country chasing the
championship points. For the next couple of
seasons most of my racing was in the West
Country; mostly on the Challenger, but I also
had a few outings on a 250cc Bultaco, which
clearly had a lot of potential.”
The Challenger was ideally suited to the

Wiggins riding style; although by now he was
slightly past his best, there were plenty of
races during 1965 and ’66 where he
featured in the results. There were the
inevitable crashes, but it was an incident at a
Yeo Vale meeting at the end of ’66 which
eventually brought the curtain down on his
scrambling career.
“During my racing career I’d broken my

nose, collarbone, the same wrist twice,
kneecap and torn the quadriceps in my right
leg, so when my leg slipped off the footrest
and got jammed between the bike and the
rest, I knew I’d sustained another broken limb;
I was still on the bike and I pulled up in front
of the marshal and said ‘I’ve broken my leg’.
The ambulance was summoned and within
minutes I was whisked off to Yeovil hospital
where I was diagnosed with a broken tibia and
fibula. When the plaster was finally removed I
was initially keen to go scrambling again and
got myself a 360cc Husky, but the enthusiasm
wasn’t there any more. Although I raced it a
few times during 1967 I decided it was time to
hang the leathers up and concentrate my
efforts on work as a driving instructor.”
It was the end of the racing road for

Graham Wiggins; the popular man from
Wiltshire who was first past the
flag 81 times during those 12
memorable years in the golden era
of scrambling.

During my racing career I’d broken
my nose, collarbone, the same wrist
twice, kneecap and torn the
quadriceps in my right leg

Graham Wiggins

A man focused on the front,
Graham was a determined rider.

Dot factory had been keeping
an eye on Wiggins and
offered him a ride.

Graham was always a
stylish rider with well
turned out machines.
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Budgeting the rebuild

A matter of inspiration

Better and better

The latest copy of Classic Dirt Bike arrived
today and it was brilliant to see your latest
project.

I did exactly the same a couple of years
ago and attach some pictures of the results.
The aim was to build a period clubman’s
scrambler, so no fancy frames or trick
suspension, and built to a sort of budget
based on what I came across or could modify
myself. I ended up taking a Jonny Giles
replica approach. There’s a great picture in
Harry Woolridge’s book – The Triumph Trophy
Bible – which I took as my guide.

Typical though, I have still not got round to
actually scrambling it. Looks lovely in the
garage though! I’ve listed the modification for
your interest, but, good luck and really look
forward to seeing it take shape.

Perhaps when its done and you do your
first test we should test them together?!

– Rear mudguard sub frame shortened
– 650 oil tank with filler welded into the front
– scrambler footrests (welded on)
– T120 forks (they were cheap!)
– Alloy rims
– Goldstar tank (expensive bit)
– Home-made seat
– 500 barrels fitted

Simon Leeming
Email

That project looks stunning Simon, I’ve a copy
of the Trophy Bible and I know the pic you’re
referring to. I think you’re pretty close to it. Tim

Club question

Derwent Motorcycle Club was run by a lady

called Joyce Mason, who was very good at

the job. She ran the meetings at Holetone

Moor Farm like clockwork. The farm was

owned by Arthur Hopkinson who was

always helping out as he was a club

member for years.

All the top riders rode there over the years.

The Butts was also well run with Doris

Blowen running Chesterfield Sporting

Riders; again she could do the job very

well. We were very lucky in the Derbyshire

East Mids (ACU) Centre with ladies who

were very good at what they did for the

off-road sport. Long live the classic and

twin-shock scene.

Shaun Spencer,

Heanor

Thanks Shaun, all information gratefully

received and passed on. Tim

Having taken CDB since the first copy I just felt
I ought to write and say that the magazine just
gets better with every issue. I look forward to
Vic’s articles and the scrambles bike profiles
most, but accept that twin shock MX bikes will
appeal to your younger readers more.

Enjoyed John Dickinson’s article re: Dave
Rowlandson’s Bultaco. Can we have a write
up on what I have always thought as the best
Matchless Metisse ever built; I was telling
Andy Westlake about it at the Bristol show
last weekend. If you haven’t seen it you have
missed a treat but then again all Dave’s bikes
are fantastic. Thanks for all your efforts.
Barry Challis
Email

Thanks Barry, compliments are always nice to
receive, and your letter has given me an
excuse to run a pic from the feature about
Dave Curtis’ matchless again. Tim

I think, having read the Starmaker Metisse
feature and particularly enjoying the archive
advertising material about the Villiers
Starmaker engine, it would be interesting to
ask the question: Was Yamaha inspired by
some of the concepts in that engine’s design
when it thought up the XT 350 in the 1980s?
It also uses dual carbs as an engineering
solution to achieving both good low-end and
high-end power delivery suitable for the trail
and road use that the XT was designed for.
Andy Catton
Email

Good question Andy. Well, you’ve asked it and
someone will know the answer, so CDB
readers… over to you. Tim

Good question Andy. Well, you’ve asked it and
someone will know the answer, so CDB

Perhaps when its done and you do your
first test we should test them together?!

StarLetter
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My first project
Caught your magazine’s Facebook page and
thought I’d send you a pic of my first
restoration. It’s a 1979 Yamaha DT175
enduro, paid $400 for it in US dollars two
years ago, wasn’t running. I bought new piston
rings for it, cleaned the carb and fuel filter.
I couldn’t get it started. I tried everything (this
was my first dirt bike project). I even tried pull
starting it behind my dad’s truck. Finally, one
day, heading home from visiting my brother in
hospital, I was fed up with my bike and told

my dad if it doesn’t start when we get home,
it’s going up for sale. I got home, got on the
bike, and it started with the first kick. It ran
like a charm. I have been slowly restoring it
since. I found lights for it. Bought two 78
DT175s with two running engines for parts
bikes; they were in rough shape.
Right now I am waiting for the new chain

and head lamp to come in. I am sand-blasting
and repainting the exhaust soon. The ’79 puts
out roughly 18.5hp; I put a cold air intake on

it. It is a work in progress but it looks
beautiful compared with what it was.
I have a passion for old bikes. My newest

project is a 1972 Husqvarna 360c enduro.
Ray Van Camp
Email

Looking good there Ray. Stick in, the
frustration of a rebuild is forgotten the
moment you cast a leg over the saddle and
ride the thing. Tim
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TriBSA
scrambler

T hough BSA’s Gold Star had a
brilliant reputation in scrambling,
not everyone could get on with it,
nor was it particularly easy to look

after. If you don’t believe that check out our
Iconic Engines series a couple of issues back
when we got the low down on the big single
and what BSA recommended owners did.

If the service procedure was ignored dire
consequences were predicted and these
generally resulted in a big hole where the
engine used to be. Luckily the BSA chassis

Top TriBSA
BSA’s Gold Star ruled scrambling in the 50s and early
60s but not everyone could afford one. Luckily, there
were alternatives… stunning alternatives.
CDB investigates one of the best.
Words: Tim Britton
Pics: Joe Dick
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was quite capable of taking other engines in
there and handily the Triumph twin was a
decent engine looking for a decent frame –
as Triumph man that took a bit of admitting
for the CDB editor – to accommodate it.

The Rickman brothers, Don and Derek, had
been racing Gold Stars but felt the big single
had come to the end of its life so slotted a
Triumph Trophy 500 engine in its place.

This all alloy unit was quite light, flexible,
easily tuned and with a load of accessories
available as standard and so was born the

Metisse. But any amount of other people
were slipping Triumph engines in to BSA
frames and making TriBSA scramblers as it’s
not difficult to do. Getting a result as
stunning as this one here isn’t easy though.

Of course it wasn’t necessary to start with
a Gold Star chassis as BSA’s road-going
single range were housed in a similar frame
as did the A10/A7 twin range.

This latter route was the way Mike Curtis
went to put together his TriBSA and in the
way of the classic world the frame came from

my colleague James Robinson – editor of
The Classic MotorCycle. Now, there are style
protocols to follow here for the classic TriBSA
‘look’ and while not rigidly enforced they do
make for a superb machine.

Looking at Mike’s scrambler it is obviously
built in the classic style and all of the
recognised elements for this classic look are
here – all-welded BSA frame, Triumph motor,
Norton gearbox and so it goes on, but there
are differences as most UK riders would have
opted for Norton’s Roadholder front forks

A Norfolk lad born and bred, Mike Curtis is
retired from the plant hire and haulage
business he built up and reckons to enjoy
himself with a selection of off-road
motorcycles with the odd roadster chucked in
for good measure. “I’m a BSA man,” he says,
“but raced a TriBSA in the 60s.”

Mike had some success with Cheney

Victors provided by Eastern Centre dealer Ken
Covell at Ely. Ken was a BSA dealer, originally
in partnership with Andy Lee and helped Mike
out no end. “I did ride mainly British machines
until the 70s when they were starting to be
outclassed in scrambling. I moved on to
enduros after that but when the pre-65
scrambling scene started up I was back.”

Who is Mike Curtis?

All the elements for a classic TriBSA
are in place... the sledge hammer is
only temporary though.
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rather than Ceriani units.
Even then it’s not a difficult thing to

assemble such bits into a smart bike but
Mike wanted a stunning bike, one to carry on
from his ideas from when his scrambling
moved in a different direction.

I asked him how long the build had taken
him and he reckoned four or five years “…
though I’ve had a plan buzzing round my head
for 30 years or more…”, he admits. “I’d a
fairly good idea of what I wanted, or at least

I could visualise it in my head,” Is it what
you visualised I asked? “Definitely,” he
grinned.

With his knowledge of the scrambles
scene and the length of time he’s been

racing he’s picked up a tip or two over the
years and is well aware the BSA frame can
break under the headstock, and those who
use them regularly strengthen them like Mike
has done with strips of steel brazed on..

“I’ve done all the popular modifications
everyone does to these frames to help them
stand up to the pace of scrambling, even got
a friend to make up an oval section swinging
arm because the standard round one wilts.”

Didn’t people use the Ariel swinging arm
I asked? “Yes, but they’re getting rare these
days.” In the 60s, Girling dampers would
have been the first option for connection the
end of the swinging arm to the frame, these
days there are a lot more units available and
Mike settled on the Hagon ones seen here.

“I told them how much the bike weighs,
how much I weigh, what I was going to do
with them and back they came.”

Most TriBSAs would have had Norton
Roadholder forks fitted at the front, these
have become a styling accessory, though
undoubtedly in their day they would have

probably been the best option for improving
suspension. Ceriani offered to make a set of
forks for Sten Lundin when he broke into
racing in Italy in 1961.

Lundin spent a week testing forks in his
Lito and by the time he’d finished testing they
were much better than anything else out
there. Mike had originally settled for
Roadholders until a chance conversation with
regular riding buddy Jim Holt – Holtworks
Tanks – brought the suggestion of Cerianis
being legal for pre-65. They look right too.

Looking over Mike’s bike, the right balance
of engine and gearbox positioning in alloy
engine plates, the alloy side panels and all of
his attention to detail, it was hard to pick
what to ask about first. Okay, focus! If the
engine isn’t mounted correctly in a special –
be that a TriBSA, NorBSA, Triton or whatever –
then the bike will never look ‘right’ and
there’s all sorts of methods to try and get the
mounting points correct.

I don’t have much luck drilling engine
plates, the times I’ve tried it I always seem to
be out of line somewhere with at least one of
the mounting holes. “Got these from Unity
Equipe and they fitted straight on,” says Mr
Curtis. Job done then. Actually, it’s worth
pointing out here that Unity Equipe carry a lot
of tuning parts for specials. OK it’s more for
the café racer style but their catalogue
showed a range of engine plates for fitting
most British engines into either a BSA or
Norton frame…

I did wonder at the use of a Norton gear
box, my reasoning being surely the BSA box
would have a better range of gears available?
“No, we used to fit the Norton box in the 60s
and so long as you get hold of the special
third gear ratio then it’s as good a spread of

There are any number of names created by
people mixing and matching engines and
frames to make competition specials.
Those using a combination of the
two main marques are
reasonably common and
most people will have
heard of the usual
ones. However, this
smart machine wears
‘MEC’ on the tank. It
stands for ‘Michael
Edward Curtis’.

What’s in a name?

though I’ve had a plan buzzing round my head
for 30 years or more…”, he admits. “I’d a
fairly good idea of what I wanted, or at least

I could visualise it in my head,” Is it what
you visualised I asked? “Definitely,” he
grinned. 

With his knowledge of the scrambles
scene and the length of time he’s been

racing he’s picked up a tip or two over the
years and is well aware the BSA frame can
break under the headstock, and those who
use them regularly strengthen them like Mike
has done with strips of steel brazed on.. 

Those using a combination of the
two main marques are
reasonably common and
most people will have

smart machine wears
‘MEC’ on the tank. It

Hagon Shocks were easy to
source, Mike just told them
the bike and his race weight..

A happy man, or at least he was
as soon as the pic was taken.



cogs as you can get.”
He also told me he’d asked Andy Lee –

Andy raced the Fenman TriBSA – what gearing
he put on the back wheel. Andy’s answer was
‘I started racing in 1958 and put a 58t
sprocket on the rear’. So that’s what this bike
wears. Mike was warming to his task of
telling me all about the bike and it was a
struggle to keep scribbling his words down
and keep him on track so, before we went on
to the wheels and ancillaries I wanted to
know about the engine.
“It’s an all alloy T100 motor, a later one so

it has the big bearing crank which is the
stronger bottom end to stand up to the pace
of racing. The engine looked okay until I
stripped it down and the liners in the barrel
were cracked because they’d moved. So
clearly they’d got a bit hot.”
Mike knows a few people after a lifetime of

scrambling and the barrels were repaired with
new liners pegged into place to stop them
moving around. We probably don’t have to

point out the engine has had all new bearings
and bushes then was very carefully
assembled with stainless steel fasteners and
it is as nice inside as the outside looks.
With the gearbox and engine in the frame

Mike could think about the drive side of
things. BSA’s primary cases can be made to
fit the Triumph engine, a bit of welding and
polishing needs to happen in some cases but
they fit on. Inside these sits a Norton clutch,
it being better and lighter than the BSA and
Triumph versions and a single-row primary
chain connects the engine and gearbox.
Other popular fitments for scrambles

specials are BSA’s QD rear hub and this one
originated from an A65 and was chosen
because it has a bolt-on sprocket meaning
gearing changes are easier to do. This hub is
laced to an alloy rim, though Mike says “I did
think about steel rims to be more period…”
I think it looks better with alloy rims on

Mike. Up at the front is an AMC hub, full
width, all alloy, with the fins turned off and

both brakes have Saftek linings in. “I got the
last set of Pirelli MX tyres Adrian Moss at
Rickman Motorcycles had on his shelf.”
Mention of Adrian Moss brought a grin to

the Norfolk lad’s face. “See these
handlebars?” I nod, “Mossy wouldn’t have it
his weren’t the same as the original Rickman
ones but I had some from the early days and
got a few sets made up, the modern ones
pull back too much, these are just right.”
With the bike basically together it was time

to look at the ancillary bits and pieces such
as the exhaust system. “I took the bike down
to Competition Fabrications in Norwich. He
does all my exhausts, I just drop the bike off
and leave it with him.”
Mike made up the alloy side panels which

cover the air filter and oil tank, “did them with
a lead dresser,” he grins, “warmed the alloy
up and beat them out.” Also fabricated, but
not by Mike, is the oil tank which sits behind
the panels. He showed me the cardboard
template he made to try the shape he
wanted and once happy sent it off to a friend
who welded up what he needed.
On a motorcycle like this it is impossible to

ignore the petrol tank and seat. They are
actually the crowning glory of the whole job
and the tank was made by Holt Works, the
work is superb.
Mike mentioned the seat next: “You might

have noticed I’m not the tallest of people and
I wanted the seat to be comfortable. There’s
an old boy local to here who did the work for
me once I sorted a base. We had three goes
at getting it right and there’s just enough
curve on it now.”
With the main chatting done, we talked

bikes in general and I asked if there was
anything I’d missed about the TriBSA? “No, I
don’t think so. I run it on Castrol R oil, 97
octane petrol, and all the fasteners are
stainless steel because they look good.”
A bit more thought. “Oh, it’s painted Italian

Red. My mate was at the powder coaters
when I was having it done and he said ‘it’s
Italian Red’ not that I knew, I just liked it.”
Last question Mike… are you happy with

it? “Oh yes, it’s exactly as I visualised it in my
head.”

Favourite bike of all time?

One of my stock questions when chatting to
anyone about their racing or competition life
is to ask what the interviewee’s favourite bike
of all time is. They don’t have to have owned
it just one that gets them up and going. In
Mike’s case the answer was obvious as we
were standing next to the bike while
discussing his Tri BSA.
“Oh it’s got to be this Mk4 Rickman Metisse

441 Victor,” he points to the smart unit engine
bike next to us. “I got this bike years ago and
raced it all over the continent including Magny-
Cours; they’ve a scrambles track alongside the
road circuit.” He told me about one event there
when the weather changed dramatically from
sunshine to horrendous rain and the thin
covering of mud on the track became very
slippery. “Well, I hit it at something like a

pace, next thing I know I’m on the ground
over here, the bike is over there and there’s a
gap between the head stock and down tubes.
I was right upset at that as of all my bikes
that was my favourite. Back in England I took
it to Pat French and he said ‘leave with me.’
“Most of the scrambles world knew old Pat,

a nice bloke and a good frame man. Anyhow,
he calls me up a week later saying ‘I got
something to tell you, Derek Rickman’s been
here and he recognised the bike as one of his
own. He was so pleased you’re still racing it
he’s done you a certificate confirming it as his
old bike, oh and it’s all brazed up good as
new.’”
As he’s telling me the tale he points to the

repair which, as Pat French had said, is as
good as new.

TriBSAs are a real mix and
match, Triumph engine, BSA
cases, Norton box...and so on.

Ceriani forks are period, look
good and work well.. just like
the AMC brake.
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Moto
Memories

Nick Nicholls – 1930-2015
Here at CBD the Nick Nicholls Collection
forms an important part of our archive
material and there are few features that don’t
include at least one image from it.
Sadly Nick died from cancer on February 4,

2015 so our Moto Memories feature for this
issue is by way of a tribute. His photography

covered trials, scrambles, enduro and road
racing in all its disciplines and Nick was one
who had been there, seen it and took the
picture rather than got the T-shirt. Of the many
thousands of images in the archive it isn’t a
case of which should we use but which should
we leave out. Enjoy our selection…

Brian R ‘Nick’
Nicholls; caught by
another photographer.

Above: Colin Dommett, along with his
‘chairman’ Eric Chamberlain were top runners
in the British sidecar trials scene. Here, Suzuki-
mounted for the 1978 Southern Trial Colin
shows determination while Eric keeps the outfit
on the straight and narrow.

Above: At the start of the 1978 Scottish Six Days Trial, Ulf Karlsson poses
next to his works 310 Montesa in the car park in Fort William. The Swedish
star was destined to finish fifth that year on 119 marks; 10 marks more
than winner Martin Lampkin.



Above: Andre Vromans was flying high in
this shot at the 1981 British MX GP but it
wasn’t a successful day for the Belgian as
he fell at the start in the first leg, though
managed to claw back to ninth. He left
Farleigh Castle sixth in the 500cc world
championships.

Left: The late Dave Bickers at Shrubland
Park in Suffolk for the 250 MX GP in 1961.
As the world had come to expect Bickers
was at the forefront of the day and upped
his standing in the European series which he
would go on to win that year.

Above: Californian Debbie Evans wowed the crowds at
the start of the 1978 Scottish Six Days Trial when she
balanced her TY175 Yamaha on the roundabout close
to the West End car park then did a head stand on the
seat. The bike isn’t on the stand, it’s not being wedged
up, Debbie is balancing it as well as herself.

Tim Gibbes presses on in the
1961 Welsh ISDT, his 350 AJS
typical of the British industry
products of the time. Tim was
part of the British Trophy team.

Mr ISDT the late Ken Heanes, Triumph
mounted and a member of the Trophy
squad – see the ‘T’ on the number
plate – for the 1965 ISDT. Heanes
treated the ISDT with a professional
attitude and many of his ideas helped
keep the British riders competitive on
bikes rapidly being outclassed by
lightweight two strokes.




